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CHARLES SPRINGER,
' VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Judicial Districts.
(Also District Attorney Districts)
First District Santa Fe, Rio Arriba
and San Juan Counties.
Second District Bernalillo, McKinley and Sandoval Counties.
Third District Dona Ana, Lincoln,
Otero and Torrance Counties.
Fourth District San Miguel, Mora
and Guadalupe Counties.
Fifth District Roosevelt, Curry, Eddy and Chaves Counties.
Sixth District Luna and Grant
Counties.
Seventh District Socorro, Valencia and Sierra Counties.
Colfax,
District
Taos,
Eighth
Union and Quay Counties.
Senatorial Districts.
1st. San Miguel 1 member.
2nd. San Miguel and Mora, 1 mem-

Forenoon.
At 10:50 a. m. President Charles
A. Spiess called the convention
to
order and Rev. Julius A. Hartman pro
nounced the following poetic invocation:
Lord, Who giveth strength to the
weary and increaseth force and might
to them who labor and toil, confirm
on J;he last days of our journey our
souls with special strength from
above; give us manly courage which
shrinks from nothing; perseverance
which goes forth heroically and selfdenyingly to its end. And now, that
e
the
of hope looms before
us and land is In sight, steer the
barge of our constitution in its onward course securely into a safe har-

'.--

impartially and ably. Strong address
state-wid- e
es favoring
prohibition
Constitutional Convention:
Your Committee ' on Apportionment were made by Mrs. Patterson," Mrs. S.
reC. Nutter, Mrs. E. E. Friday, E. S.
begs leave to submit the following
port
Stover, R. W. Heflin, W. E. Garrison
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Chairman. who favored separate submission, M.
D. Taylor, r,nd other speakers. There
SOLOMON LUNA, Secretary.
were some questions by M. L. Stern,
A. B. FALL,
Venceslao Jaramillo, F. E. Wood and
H. 0. BURSUM,
others.
E. A. MIERA,

ber.

3rd. Guadalupe and San Miguel, 1
member.
4th. Rio Arriba, 1 member.
5th. San Juan, Sandoval and Bernalillo, 1 member.
1
i;th tin Arrlhn. and Sandoval.
.
member.
7th. Bernalillo, 1 member.
8 th. Colfax. 1 member.
9 th. Union and Colfax, 1 member.
(To be a resident of Union county
and to be elected by the qualified
electors of Union and Colfax coun-

ties.)

10th. Santa Fe, 1 member.
11th. Taos, 1 member.
12th. Valencia, 1 member.
13th! Sierra, Grant, Luna and Socorro, 1 member.
14th. Socorro, 1 merger.
15th. Torrance. Otero, Lincoln and
Socorro, 1 member.
16th. Dona Ana, 1 member.
17th. McKinley, 1 member.
18th. Otero and Lincoln, 1 member.
19th. Chaves, 1 member.
20th. Eddy, 1 member.
21st. Roosevelt, 1 member. .
22nd. Quay, 1 member. .
23rd. Curry, 1 member.
24th. Grant, 1 member.
- House of
Representatives.
1. Valencia, 2 members.
2. Socorro, 2 members. ?
"
3. Bernalillo, 3 members.

'

-

'

i

2

members.

-

light-hous-

bor.

fhe Committee on Liquor Traffic. A
telegram to the Bernalillo county delegation demanded positive action either for or against prohibition.
, E. S. Stover presented a file, written originally by Senator Root and
embodied in the New York constitu- tipn. - It .refers to the penitentiary and
convicts.
The Committee on Revision reports
ed the articles on Agriculture and ConExecutive
servation,
Department
Compact with the United States, Public Lands. The Committee on Judiciary reported two additional sections
covering the apportionment of judi
cial districts and district attorneys.
W. E. Lindsey introduced Resolution No. 26, authorizing Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa to employ a
competent proof reader and providing
for the distribution of the printed
copies of the constitution.
The Preamble and Article I, Name
and Boundaries, as- reported from the
Committee on Revision were adopted.
They read as follows:.

Preamble.
We, the people of New Mexico,
grateful to Almighty God for the
blessings of liberty, in order to secure
the advantages oi a state government,
do ordain and establish this constitu,
tion.
ARTICLE I.
Name and Boundaries.
The name of this state is New Mexico, and its boundaries are as follows:
Beginning at the point where the
"
parallel of north latitude Intersects the one hundred and
third meridian west from Greenwich;
thence along said one hundred and
thirty-sevent-

-

Amen.

Petitions for and against prohibi
tion were presented and. referred to
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
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SALOONS WIN

.

IN ARIZONA

Price of Fresh eat Takes a Will Not Permit Initiative
to Apply to Counties on
Tumble irfciz Markets
Question
Country
-

DOWN WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE

DEFEATED

Over Zealousness of Advocates
Turkey Veal and Mutton Will
Has Caused It to Be Tabooed
Rapidly Follow This
By Law Makers

Example.

Tula, Russia, Nov. 15. The condi
tion of both Count Leo Tolstoi and
Countess are reported today to
critical. The count appears tor be
succumbing to a fever brought on by
1
mental distress and exposuro'Incident
to hiB voluntary exile from home,
while his deserted wife is dying of
broken heart. The mind, of the great
Russian scarcely could ,,have conceiv
ed a more tragic ending of two lives
which have been interwoven for half
a century. Tolstoi was overcome with MAYOR
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, FINANCIER,
MERCHANT AND DEMO-:.- v
fatigue while attempting yesterday to
;
CRATIC LEADER.
continue his pilgrimage to the mon
astery at Shamardino in the Caucasus, where he had hoped to spend
Mayor Arthur Seligman is a Demo It means few hours of day or night
his last days in the Tolstoian colony
crat, he is a Democratic leader, the which are not given to public grievon the shores of the Black sea.
New Mexican fought him tooth and ances; as the office is purely an honDying in Miserable Hut
one without salary attached to
Tulst, NoV. 15. Tolstoi lies in a nail this spring when he made the orary
it, and Mr. Seligman's time is worth
miserable hut at the railroad flag sta- race for mayor of this Ancient
money and. a good deal of money,
tion of Astapova, to which he was re- He was elected, he has made gooa City.
and many people wonder why he is botherwhen
his physi- Santa Fe sat
moved from the train
with a
when it ing with it at all. But it is love for
cian and companion Dr. Makovetsky realized that ituphad at its jerk
helm a man the old town, patriotism and a spirit
realized that the continuance of the who was determined to force the An- of
duty. Mr. Seligman, who will next
journey would result in death. Today cient City to trot to the head oi Its year
reach the forty years' mark in
most
man
of
condition
is
the
the
aged
class in, the Southwest. In a few age, has been in public life a good
serious. On the Tolstoi estate at months, he
paved with brick part of deal. As hairman of the board of
Yasnaya, Poliana, the countess today San Francisco street, he has installed county commissioners he
gave the
received the last sacrament When a new lighting system which was
a model administration and
her ..husband disappeared Thursday much needed, he has cleaned up the county
placed its consumptive finances in the
she twice attempted suicide. Since town from one end to the
other, he convalescent
he has been secthen, she has not touched tood and is forcing the collecting of the road retary of theward;
territorial irrigation
she is prostrated mentally and physic- tax, is
macadamizing Montezuma ave- commission, accomplished much work
ally.
nue and doing so many other things for New Mexico as member of the
Those in touch with the novelist that old timers deemed impossible
Exposition and the St. Louis
say that Tolstoi felt the approach of that even the police force is taking World's Fair
Commissions, ha is the
death and his disappearance from notice and Is
the city much present chairman of the Democratic
home was influenced by the desire to more vigorouslypatroling
than ever before. If county central committee and is a
spare his family the pain and compli- Santa Fe does not line up with Albu- Democratic senatorial
possibility, he
ensue
his
cations that might
regarding
and Roswell within the next is an Elk and has traveled the dequerque
funeral because of his excommunica- few years it will not be Mayor
s
grees in the Masons of which order
tion from the Greek church.
fault, but must be ascribed to he is one of the mainstays. He is a
Family Joins Tolstoi.
the lack of financial means although financier who is an
on taxaTula, Nov. 15. This afternoon the it is remarkable, how much he has tion, assessment andauthority
bond matters;
countess astonished her physician by accomplished
with limited funds in he is an enthusiastic good roads advodemanding that she be taken to her so brief a time. Being mayor, Is not cate, he is a prominent
businessman,
husband, and later in the day she was an easy job, it means sitting on a lid a member of many
organizations and
taken to Aastapova accompanied by that is
constantly trying to blow up, yet finds time to be a good fellow.
two sons.

mh1

New York, Nov. 15 Reports come
from various parts of the country,
in "icating a fall In the prices of meats
and are reflected by similar reports
from local dealers. One of the leading dealers said that sirloin steak is
now selling at 22 cents, a decline of
is off
two cents, and porter-hous- e

three cents. Fresh pork products are
off four cents, roasts are selling at
18 cents. Market men attribute the
relief from high prices to the enormous corn crop and consequent low
prices of cereals.
A Drop In Turkey.
Denver, Nov. 15 The Thanksgiving
turkey bird will be secured by Denver
housewives this year from three to
five cents a pound lower than last
year, if she buys it in time. The retail markets say that turkeys will
at Thanksgiving time at about
3ff cents a pound, and
chickens are
two to three cents a pound "lower.
There is no reduction so far however
of the price of beef and pork.
re-ta- ll

Missouri.
St. Joseph, Mo., Nov. 15. Retailers
announced a reduction in pork of two
and a half cents a pound today. Beef
ftrices are unchanged, but a slump is

predicted.

Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 15.

In Arizona

the liquor question is a bie issue and
;is growiug larger each day. Several
sections, including the whole of the
jGila valley, are now dry. The
convention
delegates are
pledged to separate submission of a
constl-jtution-

state-wid- e

provision for prohibition

at

the same time the constitution is submitted for the people's votes. If this
carries it becomes part of the constitution. On the other hand county option is looked upon by the drys as a
sheet anchor, for no one suspects this
state-wid- e
provision to carry. There
fore the drys. of which there are
many, insist that the convention provide initiative for counties. This, the
convention refused to do, holdine to
the old theory of home rule for cities.
In this it was backed up by a resolu
tion passed at a special meeting of
the Phoenix city council.
Phoenix has had several liquor elections and, while the city is wet. Phoenicians know well what would haonen
if votes caBt in the county in such
an election were allowed to count in
the city. .
This action of the convention is
looked upon by the drys as a repu
diation of the Democratic pledge as
regards the initiative.
A lengthy and otherwise tedious session of the constitutional convention
was enlivened for half an hour upon
convening this afternoon by replies
to criticisms of the convention and individual members by a local Democratic newspaper made by Delegate

Kansas City,
Kansas City, Nov. 15 A reduction
of one t6 two cents a pound in the
retail price of the cheaper grades of
beef was announced here today. 'You
may look for cheaper prices of all
kinds of meats," said one of the lead- Windsor of Yuma and Delegate Parbe sons of Cochise county, both among
ing dealers. "Fancy beef will
the majority leaders on the floor.
next to come down."
Half a dozen sections of the 1uii- Chicago.
clary
system measure were tentative
15
Nov.
The
priChicago
Chicago,
thn
ces of beef, pork and mutton, are fal- ly adopted with amendments,
most important of which is the com
ling. Within the last week, beef has
declined four to Ave cents a pound by bining of Coconino, Navajo and Apache counties with one sunerior 1ude
the packers. Porq has fallen about for the
three.
three cents from the price of 18 and
Those opposing the California suher
20 cents ruling a week ago and wholeperior court
could poll, only
sale dealers say that mtrltouTeal and fourteen votes system
on a motion to substiother products will take a downward tute the district court
system.
SdblALISTS IVIAY
turn within a few days.
lARIVIED CONFLICT
The judiciary proposition as adopt
MOUNTED POLCIE
Omaha.
ed thus far provides for a Rimrpmo
Omaha, Nov. 15 All fresh meats court of three, eleven superior judges
about two cents a pound in as many counties or districts, all to
have
BUSY
15 FEARED In thisdropped
LABOR
market and a further decline be elected at the regular election, but
by January 1 of at least five cents on the names are to be placed on the
pork and almost as much in other ballots alphabetically without party
Red Spectre That Is Growing Twenty Arrests Made at Mexicans Reported to Be fresh meats is predicted. The prices designation and with six year terms
of cured meats has not
materially for supreme and four year terms for
More Menacing to Nation
Vaughn, Guadalupe CounMarching on Rock Springs, changed.
superior judges.
The committee on education reportEach Day
St Louis.
Texas
ty on Saturday
St. Louis, Nov. 15 Fresh meats are ed unfavorably the proposition protwo to three cents a pound cheaper viding for the segregation of colored
children in the public schools.
RECOVERED 0ENIE0 BY
THE LEADER IN THE STRUGGLE STOLEN HORSES
LATER
DISPATCH than a year ago.
It is believed throughout Arizona
that the organization of women which
SALT LAKE CITY DOES
NOT REACH 100,000. is seeking to secure equal suffrage Is
Victor Berger Will Be First Man Superintendent Clark Goes to Cowboys and Ranchers Arm
alone to blame for the failure to seConference of State Superinto Represent His Party
Themselves and Go to Meet
Baltimore is Taking Census of Its cure it. There is a story in this conSelig-man'-

CP I
.

KEPI

.

tendents at Salt Lake.

in Congress

The Mounted Police reported twenty arrests at Vaughn, Guadalupe county.- Among those arrested is a constable. A man named Garlington has
been taken into custody on suspicion
that he is implicated in the shooting
which resulted in the death of a traveling man named Hodges.
Horses Seized.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
has reurned from the Rio Puercoand
central Rio Grande country. He seized a horse and returned it to its
owner, Jesus Maria Sandoval. Four
other horses he captured near AlameGIFFORD PINCHOT MAY
: PRESENT HIS BRIEF. da, Bernalillo county, are supposed
to have been stolen but their brand
have not been identified as yet
He Fears That Interior Department marks
Schoool Conference.
May Patent Cunningham Claims
Superintendent of Public InstrucIn Alaska.
tion James E. Clark, accompanied by
Nov. 15 President Mrs. Clark, left today for Salt Lake
Washington,City, Utah, to attend a conference of
Taft, responding to the request of
western
states school superintendents
Pinchot former chief forester
will
which
discuss interstate educaand his brother Amos Pinchot for
tional relations in reference to certifipermission to subm.c a brief on the
cation of teachers and other matters.
question of issuing patents in the
Delegate Appointed.
Alaskan Coal Land
Cunningham
Governor Mills today appointed Ira
claims, hasrlnformed Mr. Pinchot that
he may submit such brief. The Pre- M. Bond of Washington, D. C, a delesident's letter is In reply to a recent gate to the convention of the Associaletter from.,; Mr. Pinchot expressing tion of National and State Food Dethe fear that the interior department partments at New Orleans, La., on
will recommend
the, patenting of November 29. .
those claims.
Postmasters Commissioned.
"Washington, Nov. 15. The following postmaster have been commissionBRITISH POLITICAL CRISIS
PUT OFF ONE DAY. ed: John' A. Logan, Nolan; Minnie B.
Wilson,
Thoreau;: Samuel Leyba,
Parliament Reassembles Today and Trampas.
Awaits Decision of Cabinet '

St. Louis, Nov. 15,. Governor Had
ley of Missouri addressed the convention of the American Federation of
Labor today on "Worklngmen's Compensations." President Gompers continued the reading of his annual report Before the convention ends, according to the leaders, the delegates
will have to decide for or against Socialism! Victor Berger of Milwaukee,
Congressman-elect- ,
and Max Hays of
Cleveland, are leading in the strugto have the convention declare for
thence gle
Socialism,'

third meridian to the thirty-seconparallel of north latitude; "
along said thirty-seconparallel to the
Rio Grande, also known as the Rio
t
;
Bravo del Norte, as it existed on the
"
ninth day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and fifty; thence fol.16.
lowing the main channel of said river,
17.
as it existed on the ninth day of Sep18.
'
tember, one thousand eight hundred
19.
and fifty, to the parallel of thirty-on- e
20.
minutes north latidegrees forty-seve- n
21.
tude; thence west one hundred miles
.
22.'
to a point; thence south' to the parallel
23.
of thirty-on- e
24.
degrees twenty minutes
thence along said
Y north latitude;
25. Quay,- 2 members.
parallel of thirty-on- e
degrees twenty
26. Curry, 1 member.
meridian
1 minutes, to the thirty-secon27. Rio Arriba and Sandoval,
of longitude west from, Washington;
member. A
meri28. Torrance, Santa Fe, and Gua- thence along said thirty-secon-d
dian to the thirty-seventparallel of
dalupe, 1 member. ,
thence ; along said
29. Colfax, Union, Quay and San north latitude;
parallel to' the point of
Miguel, 1 member.
30. Lincoln, Otero and Socorro, 1 beginning.
- Printing of Constitution.
member.'
.
Nestor Montoya moved ' that the
m.
when the conven!
It was 2:30 p.
Lindsey resolution providing for the
tion was again called to order.
printing of 100,000 copies of the conEugenio Romero' immediately for stitution, the proof reading and their
the Committee on Apportionment pre- distribution, be adopted. The resolusented Its report' and upon motion of tion was adopted without dissent
Solomon Luna, the rules were susThe Committee on Franchise repended and fhe report taken up.
ported a substitute for part of SecW. B. Walton stated that the three tion 1, of its report, modifying the
minority members did not sign the re- provision as to extending the right of
port, nainely, C. R. Brice, James I. franchise to. women at ' school elec? ...
,
;
,
Hinkle, and W. B. Walton. When he tions.;
Upon petition of 50 per cent of the
came as a delegate to the convention
It was with the firm purpose to write qualified voters of any school district
a constitution acceptable to the peo- the right of women to rote at school
elections may be suspended, while a
ple. Voicing only his own sentipetition would restore it.
ments he was up to last evening dis- similar
J. W. Childers offered an amendposed to support the adoption of the ment to Section 7, that the
legislature
constitution. He objected to the un- enact a direct
primary law.. A. B.
lucky senatorial district No. 13, and Fall offered to amend that
nothing in
because it Included the county of the constitution shall
prevent the
.

--

Aged Reformer and Author Lies
in Miserable Railroad Hut
Near Tulsa.

Is

The Republican conference last eve
ning at an animated session came to
an agreement on the apportionment
as well as on the matter of giving
women the franchise at school elections.
The prohibition hearing in the
Council chamber last evening waw
well attended. E. A. Miera presided,

Santa Fe,

&

SIM

II

AND PORK GOING

The constitutional convention this
afternoon expected to take up the matter of the apportionment for the Judicial, the district attorney, the senatorial and the representative districts.
The report of the Committee on
which here follows. Is
seen to be a very lair one, both from
the political and the population standpoint:
To the President and Delegates of the

Rio Arriba, 2 members.
San Miguel, 3 members.
Mora, 2 members. ...
Colfax, 2 members.
Taos, 2 members.
Sandoval, 1 member. ,
Union, 2 members.
; Torrance, .1 member.
Guadalupe, 1 member.
McKinley,. 2 members.
Dona Ana, 2 members.
Lincoln, 1 member.
Otero, 1 member.
Chaves, 3 members.
Eddy, 2 members.
Roosevelt, 1 member.
Luna, 1 member.
Grant, 2 members.
Sierra, 1, member.
San Juan, 1 member.
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Convention
Every County and Both Parties Constitutional
to
Treated
a Close With
Drawing
Have Been Fairly
v
Its
Labors.
. in Arrangement.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12..
13.
14.
15.

SO 265

NOT YET

School Districts May Suspend Count Tolstoi and Wife Are
Both Reported to Be
Voting Privilege Given .
to Women
Dying

Districts are
Finally Decided Upon
EERRYINOER

OF T

FRANCHISE

H

Judicial Senatorial and

NO

.

END
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Which Is Divided.
London, Nov. 15. Parliament re
assembled today, but the political
crisis was delayed until tomorrow. By
that time- Premier Asqulth will have
seen King George and laid before him
the decision reached by the cabinet at
today's session. The cabinet is be
lieved will be divided on the question
asking the House of Lords to accept
or reject the veto resolutions before
the, dissolution of .parliament
Adjourned to Friday.
London, Nov. 15. Parliament adjourned until Friday, thus postpon
.

ing the Inevitable crisis over
government's flans.

the

Imaginary

Foe-

Own Because Uncle Sam Has
Refused to Do So.

Rock Springs, Texas, Nov. 15. As
the result of the report today that
400 armed Mexicans are marching upon this town, cowboys and ranchmen
of the surrounding country, armed
with rifles and revolvers, are pouring
into Rock Springs this morning. The
ranch people of this section are so
anxious for a combat with the Mexican band that they probably will start
on a march this afternoon to meet

the alleged invaders.
Report is a Canard.
San Antonio, Nov. 15. There is no
truth in the report that armed Mexi
cans are marching on Rock Spring,
Texas, where Antonio Rodriguez who
was supposed to be a Mexican, was
recently burned at the stake.
Prepared for Any Emergency-SaAntonio, Nov. 15 A telephone
message from Sheriff Popeof Edwards county stated that he had an
armed force ready to meet any hostile
movement that might be made by the
Mexicans. He said that there is no
indication of any such movement at
Rock Springs bue neverthelss he has
meet any
made preparations to
emergency.-- . "Everybody is on guard
and not a Mexican in sight," is the
way he describes the situation. The
sheriff at Del Rio has heard nothing
of any suspicious movements.
n

NEGRO ACCUSED OF
MURDER SUBMITS ALIBI.

Asbury Park, N. J Nov. 15. Fol
lowing the threats by a mob to lynch
Thomas Williams, the negro suspected of the murder of nine year old
ROBIN COOPER IS
Marie Smith, the prisoner was removACQUITTED OF MURDER. ed early today from the local jail to
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 15 Robin the county Jail at Freehold. The mob
Cooper, charged with the murder of has been scattered and the streets are
United States Senator E. W. Carmack, comparatively clear. Williams denies
all knowledge of the crime and from
was today found not guilty.
official sources it is learned that he
has apparently established a good
alibi.
S GUTHRIE WINS CAPITAL
X
FIGHT IN OKLAHOMA,
FOURTH DIVISION OF FLEET
X
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 15.
REACHE8 HARBOR OF BREST.
Oklahoma City lost the state X
Brest France, Nov, 15 The fourth
X capital fight today when the X
X state supreme court decided X division of the American battleship
X that the seat--ostate, govern- - X fleet, comprising the - Georgia, NeX ment must remain in Guthrie. X braska, Rhode Island and Virginia ar
rived here today.
.

f

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

nection.

Last summer a band of men got together in Phoenix and it got the enWashington, Nov. 15. Salt Lake dorsement of the Western Federation
City has a population of 92,777, ac- of Miners, then in session at Denver.
cording to statistics of the thirteenth It failed to get the approval of Samcensus made public. "This Is an in- uel Gompers, however, who told the
crease of 39,246 or 73.3 per cent over organizers they were making a serious
The population of mistake.
53,531 in 1900.
Anything with a Western FederaSalt Lake county, Utah, is 131,426
tion tag to it is anathema In Aricompared with 77,725 in 1900.
zona among business men generally.
Baltimore Dissatisfied.
Therefore
the labor party was not at
15
Baltimore, Md., Nov.
Attempts all
popular within the territory.
by the mayor to have a recount of
Mrs. Frances Munds, of Prescott,
Baltimore's population by the federal
census bureau, having failed, the po- president of the Arizona Equal Suffrage Association, however, when the
lice today began a second census.
In his request the mayor represent- socalled labor party inserted in its
ed that the federal census taken last platform a demand for equal suffrage,
He believed carried her whole organization to it
April was incomplete.
with
hunenough people had been missed to dred open purse strings. Fifteen
collars
her
contriconstituted
Baltimore
in
the
sixth bution to
kept
the warbag of the new poplace in point of population,
litical organization, It Is claimed.
The story got out quickly.
Mrs.
ELECTION RETURNS DID NOT
Munds, in her zeal, was the first to
AFFECT WOOL MARKET. announce
it, and that ended the big
chance then and there. Editors and
Heavy Shipments are Being Made to voters alike figured that if the votes
.
of the women of Arizona were to be
Factories From Boston and Prices Are Maintained.
given to'.Western Federation organl- Boston, Mass., Nov. 15 Heavy ship- iatlons, they wanted none of it
Since then Miss Laura Greeit. of
ments of wool to the factories and a
fair volume of tracing continue in the Kansas, one of the best organizers the
wool market with values holding firm. national suffrage association ever put
at
The Boston wool merchants generally in tne Held, has been lobbying
to no purpose. The anbelieve that the election will have Phoenix, but
swer has been written large by a vote
no effect on the market It is certain
which was more than three to one;
that schedule K of the tariff bill, the
proposition to erant the ballot to
which applies
be women
wool cannot
on any terms in Arizona was
changed to affect the- present clip. turned down cold.
'
A good demand for half blood fleeces
The Recall of Judges.
is reported, and 30 cents has been
The recall proposition went through
paid for Ohio, with Michigan at 29
about as easily as woman's suffrage
Heavy transfers also have been made was killed. The principal objection to
in Montana clothing at 60 cents scour- the recall is Its action upon the judied basis. The best fine staple is quot- ciary.
,
ed at 65 cents and pulled wool is movIt applies alike to the supreme Jusing fairly well with 52 to 56 for a tice and the iusttce of the nefece. It
affects the misconduct of constables
supers.
as well as mayors and governors,
while legislatures and ludzas are on.
RIVER 8EINE IS
STILL RISING. e to its provisions as councilmen. In
I
fact, no office In the gift of the people
river Seine is left safe from a revising of that
Nov. 15W-T-he
Pari
rose at the rate of half a centimeter gift should the public change its mind
an hour today. The official statement after election.
.'
that the flood maximum will be Republicans insist that as president
reached Thursday has not reassured Taft is a udee nimself. he will never
the riverside dwellers of this city and permit the constitution to e ratified
the suburbs who fear another disas"
ter.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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ORDER NOW

THE

YourTHAflKSGIVING Turkey
DRESSED OR ALIVE.
Broilers

Fries

CHICKENS

Stews

FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS
FOR MINCE MEAT, FRUITCAKE,

EVERYTHING

etc.

DAILY

That-

ROUND UP.

THE PURPLE MIST.
By Josephine Foster.
The day slips from sight o'er the hilltop
And the mist like an evening caress
Folds soft her dear arms 'round the
valley
And the dews lie asleep on hep
breast.
She comes on the zephyrs of twilight
In amethyst draperies pale
Sowing with banishing fingers
Gems for the morn to unveil
Silence precedes hsr and husies
To tenderness sounds of the day,
And night wraps her close on her

HO OUR

fifth

Winter
If

f

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone No.

40.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

AS UNFAILINGLY

Brilliant Topic for

"TABLE TALK"

No piece with- out this Trade

4

3$ )

Mark on it la

A Bit of Hawkes
Cut Glass
No guest will fail to re- mark its extraordinary

genuine.

kfea.utv.

HAWKES

Suit on Account Suit was filed at
Albuquerque by Grunsfeld Brothers
against Abelino Garcia for $367.45 on
account.
Wedding at Taos The marriage of
Eduardo Espinosa and Miss Juanita
Martinez was solemnized at Taos on
last Friday.
'Died of Typhoid at Folsom Lee
Wilson, second son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frye Wilson, died of typhoid fever at
Folsom, Union county. Three other
members of the family are ill with t
disease.
Three Candidates for Justice of
the Peace Although the Justice of
the peace elections do not take place
until January, three tickets are already in the field at Old Albuquer-

LADIES

EVFRY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

WE 'ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR
LADIES. SUITS

que, Bernalillo county.
Baptist Church Splits The New
Mexico Baptist convention at Tucum-car- i
has decided to separate into
Southern and Northern Baptist organizations. Clovis will be headquarters of the new association which will
have 28 churches.
Santiago Pacheco Bound Over
Santiago Pacheco has been bound ov--j
er to the grand jury under $1,000 bail
on the charge of being an accessory!
in the murder of Jim Sing, the Chin-

SELIGMANBROSCO.

wwwf

Continental Oil Company

P. O. Box 219
arrested on a charge of discharging
fire arms. He was arrested on a
warrant sworn out by Carmel Vargas.

THIRTY-EIGH-

T

y

And Guarantee a Fit.

The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be unscrewed
in an Instant tor rewicking. Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable, well,
made, built for service, and yet light and ornamental. Has a cool handle.
tf not at vaurs. wriie for descriotioe circular
to the nearest agency of the

TAILORED WAISTS

HOUSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS

Absolutely smokeless and odorless
which can be kept at full or low heat for a short or long time.
Four quarts of oil will give a glowing heat for nine hours,
without smoke or smell.
An indicator always shows the amount of oil In the font.
Filler-ca- p
does not screw on; but is put in like a cork in a bottle,
and is attached by a chain and cannot get lost.
An automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader prevents the
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to
remove and drop back so that it can be cleaned in an instant.

Futrvwherei

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

JJRFECTI
SMOKELESS

Lest out in the darkness she stray.

Phone 39

INDICTMENTS

BY CHAVES COUNTY JURY.

The Chaves county grand jury reBernalillo County to be Surveyed.
turned nine more indictments and
The Board of County Commission three
more "no" bills Saturday morners of Bernalillo county yesterday
and the parties that have been
ing
awarded the contract to survey the arrested were arraigned. This makes
ese restaurant keeper at Thornton,! county by metes and bounds to John a total of 38 indictments and six "no"
i
L. Zimmerman, formerly of Santa Fe, bills by the grand jury to date, and
forty miles south of Santa Fe.
'
Arrested for Passing Worthless now of Las Vegas. Three bids for the jury is still working. The three
Check Not having $500 in hand or the surveying were submitted, one by "no" bills were In the cases of O. D.
friends here willing to go hi bond to John L. Zimmerman for $3,250 for sur- - Edmondson, who had been charged
that amount, s. sanasirom is
veying the valley lands; one by J. R. with obtaining money under false pre
present in the Bernalillo county jail Farwell for $9,515.70 and one by Pitt tenses. Charles Ay res, who was
awaiting the action of the grand jury. and Edmund Ross for $9,800 for the charged with horse stealing and V.
The charge against him Is obtaining valley lands. The first and last of L. Mabry, who had been charged with
money on a worthless check.
these submitted separate bids for sur- malicious threats. The parties arF- Old Resident of Las Vegas Dead
veying and platting the whole county. raigned on the new Indictments were
At the age of 69 years, Benjamin Zimmerman's figures being $6,975 and as follows: V. C. Musgrave, horse
Brash for twenty-eigh- t
years a resi- the Ross figures being $14,550.
stealing; Lee Smith, alias W. H. Bar'&
for sending L. L. Johnson a madent of Las Vegas, died at his resiin Court Two of the ker,
licious threat through the mails for
dence.
Death was due to an affec- "prohibition Up
to
are
the purpose of extorting money.
tion of the heart. Mr. Brash was cases in which there of thealleged
SPECIMENS OF ALL KINDS MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.
Roswell
violations
been
have
1841.
At
25,
Howard Howell, the boy charged
in
born
January
Germany,
HANDSOME RUGS AND ROBES MADE FROM COYOTE,
city prohibition ordinances were ar- with setting fire to the Clem house;
the age of 17 he came to America.
before Chief Justice William H. Jim Walker, charged with stealing
WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.
Edwards' Family in Trouble Chas. gued
Pope,
holding district court In cham- neat cattle; Harry C. Elrlck, charged
in
Las
Edwards was arrested
Vegas
One case was against D. R. with selling liquor on election day,
bers.
charged with being implicated in the
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
In which the search and sei- pleads guilty; Wilson F. Smith, same
attempted robbery of Hop Lee. a Chin- Patrick,
Ed- zure phase of the law was attacked charge and same action.
Mrs.
of
that
ese
city.
laundryman
M
PHONE in
;SANTA FE.N, M.?
1A.1R OANON
and another was in the case of L. T.
JtOO jROAD
BLACK
Q wards is at present In St. Joseph's
for alleged violation of the
recoverDurham,
Wis.,
sanitarium at Albuquerque,
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
proing from the effects of a bullet wound first section of the ordinance,
sayB Foley's Honey and Tar is still
of
liquor. more than the best He writes us,
inflicted by another woman of that hibiting the sale or giving
Chief Justice Pope took both cases "All those that bought it think it la
city.
The cases came the best for coughs and colds they
County Buys in Property at Tax under advisement.
to have the cases ever had and I think it is still more
Sale. the tax sale advertised several un on motions
of
than the best Our baby had a bad
weeks ago was held Monday at the thrown out because of lack jurisdicof the peace who cold and it cured him In one day.
door of the Roswell court house. The tion of the justice
defendants guilty.
Please accept thanks." Sold by The
county bought In some of the property found the
were
Thero
sale.
for
offered
Marriage License Issued. A mar- Capital Pharmacy.
that was
individual buyers, who bought some riage license was Issued at Las Vegas
&
of the property. The sale covered on- to Sofiia Gallegos, aged 19, of San TEXAS RAISING $400,000 TO
MERIT ROCKFELLER GIFT.
ly property on which the amount due Geronimo, and Romulo Ribera, aged
wes under $25. Later in this montn 26, of Rociada.
will be held the sale of property om Federal Court at Las Vegas. The . Austin, Texas, Nov. 15. The Bapwhich $25 or more is due.
November term of the United States tists of the State of Texas are busily
ioe palaor
130 RED
district court opened at Las Vegas engaged in raising a fund of $400,000
Returned Pocketbook With $400
AVE
John
to
route
en
El
Paso,
A
New
Yorker,
yesterday with Judge M. C. Mechem, to put with $200,000 pledged by
PICTURE FRAnilhG TASTEFULLY
AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
oi
Bay- the
benent
for
It
Rockfeller
bench.
D.
and
on
likely
the
$400
nf
Socorro,
lest a pocketbook containing
Waco.
of
at
lor University
other valuables oh the depot platform will be in session the greater part
at Las Vegas. When he discovered two weeks.
his loss he was wild. A laboring man
FROM THE SUNNY SOITH 1AXD.
by Injunction.
Grazing Stopped
has
on his way from Chicago to Los AnAmong the many gifts that Nature valDistrict Law Officer Blake Franklin
once
at
wallet.
He
on the South none is more
found
the
lavished
Ingeles,
an
secured
service
of the forest
uable than her gift of the cotton plant.
began searching for Its owner, asking
from Chief Justice Pope on In the soil, warmth and sunshine of the
several people If they had heard of a junction
what was practically an exemplary South, the cotton plant, attains its highpocketbook being lost. Just then the
HAY,
The defendants were Mr. and est perfection. Formerly, only the white,
New Yorker came up. He Identified
W. Journegan, and they downy lint of the cotton boll was preMrs.
George
was
own
and
it
given
the book as his
kernel of the
restrained from grazing served, but today, fromanthe
forever
were
re
to him. The laborer was given no
oil which, when
cotton seed is pressed
nationAlamogordo
on
the
stock
their
ward.
refined, compares favorably with the
al forest without a regular permit
purest olive oil. From the choicest of
Fined for Sleeping on the Streets
this oil of the cotton seed is made a
A man named Castillo and another
cooking fat called Cottolene. In effthe
were
assessed
named
Delgado
Sale Agents For
purity and wholesomeness, CotARRIVALS- - iciency,
HOTEL
usual five days or dollars for being
tolene far excels the fat of the hog, and
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
S.
Gutierrez
at
drunk
Albuquerque.
it has well been named, "Nature's gift
was fined double that amount for befrom the Sunny South."
Palace.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE- ing drunk and sleeping on the streets.
S. Wil
Dan
T.
W.
Trinidad;
Kelly,
Morenclo Padilla who has been in
court once before, was fined $5 for liams, Charles S. Peterson, Denver;
'
drunkenness. Jeff Love drew double Frank Beal and Mrs. Frank Beal, HarLEO
that sentence, the judge saying that ry Pollard, George Puerlot, George
he was old enough to know better Cox, Charles Wilson Edward R. Jas., PLAZA BARBERSHOP
than get drunk. Jacobo Gomez was E. D. Rich, Mrs. Margaret Fisher,
J.
Mrs. Rothe, Niels Lund Chicago;
For 19 years the only
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
first class tonsorial parlor
. Contain Mercury,
Claire.
satisfaction assured
nnftT ni inn
in Santa Fe.
as mercury will surely destroy the
Oliver Fairbanks, St. Joseph, Mo.;
rlnD bLftOO CORRICK'S HACK LINE fSSSK?' Prop
sense of smell and completely derange Louis West, St. Louis; F. B. Lowen-tha- l,
OUR NEW PITCH
n
n;- a
the whole system when entering It
TREATMENT
M. J. Seaton, Kansas
Syracuse;
HACK SERVICE
Such
frSes Buggies and Saddle Horses
through the mucous surfaces.
I. T. Shepherd, C. H. Smither-maCity;
popular
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
articles should never be used except
Alamosa; C. C. Bunner, Rocky
on prescriptions from reputable phyrelieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
Ford. Colorado: Jesus Romero, Albu other
sicians, as the damage they will do
scalp irritations. We also
is ten fold to the good you can pos- querque; J. M. Luna and Ruperto
a complete line of all the
carry
Los Lunas.
sibly derive from them. Hall's Cahair and facial tonics.
popular
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Gregg.
DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
HERPICIDE,
MESH PURSES
STERLING NOVELTIES
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
E. E. J. Gaffney, Philadelphia; B. S.
and
is
act
taken
BATHS BATHS BATHS
mercury,
internally,
Lagsdon, La3 Vegas; Thomas Van
ing directly upon the blood and mu- Breemer, Alamosa; Noble Demonoy,
PICTURE FRAMES IN DEPOSIT WEAR
cous surfaces of the system. In buyAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Stanley; J. H. Heald, Albuquerque;
sure
Hall's
be
Catarrh
Cure
you
FINE LINE OF STERLING FLAT AND HOLLOW WEAR.
Phone
us, wewillbeffladtocallfor your
ing
'3.
W. W. Graham, Los Cerrillos.
en Mondays and Tuesdays
get the genuine. It la taken Internalaundry
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS
Coronado.
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Sanches, Conejos;
All work is guaranteed; your
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
socks are mended and button
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per W. W. Holbrook, Omaha, Neb.; Jose
sewed on you shirts, without
'
D. Montoya, Cbamlta; Teodosio Tru-jillbottle.
San Francisco Street,
8anta Ft N' M- Qt
u
extra charge.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Chamita; L. C. Ball, Pena
PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED 12J.
pation.

The Dazzling, "Colorless" Color,
The Opulent cutting and the grace of suave design.
MAY WE SHOW IT TO YOU?

Established 1856.

on the side of the house where
winter blasts strike hardest always
has a lower temperature than the
rest of the house. There are times
when it is necessary to raise the
temperature quickly or to keep the
temperature up for a long period.
That can't be done by the regular
method of heating without great
trouble and overheating the rest of
the house. The only reliable
method of heating such a room
alone by other means is to use a

bosom

Grocery Co.
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S. SPITZ, manufacturing Jeweler.
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FRANK
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Let's bury the hatchet, but let the Hatchet be one of our make for
they are warranted to go deeper and cut better. We know that, and
want you to know it you, yourtelf, come In with your axe to grind
and we'll show you our best line of Axes.
You can find everything good In Hardware In Our Store.

MULLIGAN & RISI
Funeral Directors
Licensed Embalmers
DA?HI

'kS'

i

Wholesale
&

Retail

GRAIN

FLOUR,

POTATOES and
SALT.

IKS 45

HERSCH

KERR'S
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I"Y

i
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1

TV

X
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UCPtirtfnCnt
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Hit'. Hardware

WHOLESALE

AID

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
aawea wooa andKindliDg.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
near A. T. &8.F. Depot
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN

ANYTHING
MEW

EQUIPMENT

SATISFACTION

GUAR-ANTEE-

MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA-TE

COURTEOUS TREATMENT- Gentlemen't Hats Made New.

Phone
Red 132

0. 0. SHAWQ0,

Propiefor

LIVERY" 8TABLI
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'.

,

i

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

RATES RIGHT.

In Caspar Aveaat

CHAS. CLOSSON

Not ordinary accuracy, but that
which drawsconclusions with small fractions of a grain.

is an object lesson of precision.

OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.
IMPORTANT TO THE PATIENT.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT THING TO THE DOCTOR-MO- RE

K'8 Pharmacy

We have it.

Phoned'

ZK'S, Pharmacy
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the floor took a seat for a short time
beside President Hunt. In behalf of
him the president extended his thanks
to the convention for the signal honor
which had been accorded him and
which had been extended to no other
man in the course of the session. The j
general remained for only a short i

EVER HAVE IT?

FAIR INTERFERES

If You Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
You.
"
Ever have a
pain In the
back?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills

1HWEHI1

"low-down-
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CONSTITUTION MAKERS

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"The Weit Point

I

time.

Democratic Delegates Could
Not Resist Horse
Races

'

.

'

'

;

'

"A."

,
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The Judiciary System.
.
The morning business having been
:
L
disposed of, the convention went
cure it
r
Into the committee of the whole with
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
it
J
Mr. Osborn in the chair. The first
-'
a cast of it:
on
the calendar was the subthing
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe, BUT
MADE stitute for proposition 82
providing
N. M., says: "About two and a half
for a complete judiciary system.
years ago I gave a public statement,
Tne proceedings were begun with a
telling of my experience with, and Radical Measure to Keep
motion by Mr. Cunniff
for a postPills.
of
Doan's
They
Kidney
opinion
"
of
the
of it
consideration
ponement
in
From
Working
completely rid me of pains in my back
until
Most
of
the
Monday.
members,
which had troubled me oft and on for
Minesls Voted Down.
he said, were not familiar with it and
months. When I stooped or brought
as It was a necessarily complicated
on
suffered
loins.
I
strain
my
any
Phoenix Republican.)
Pleasure it was desirable that mem(Sunday's
various
other
severely and there were
session of the con- ber? be given an opportunity to study
half
The
day
symptons that my trouble came from stitutional convention Saturday was it.
disordered kidneys.- - I finally procured devoted almost
Mr. Cunningham, chairman of the
entirely to cleaning
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
and throwing Into the discard, judiciary committee who has been
up
prompt relief. I continued taking constitutional material believed to be trying to prod the convention Into
Doan's Kidney Pills and It was not useless or worse.
excessive activity for the last week,
long before every symptom of my
The most interesting event of the said that It was now four days since
trouble disappeared. The fact that I day was the drawing of a fairly the substitute had been
reported and
have had no return attack, warrants distinct line between the ordinary he believed that If it had
HON. NEPOMUCENO SEGURA.
not been
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my
extreme pro- for the fair, members might have Delegate in the Convention From San Miguel County and a Noted Pro
progressives and the
hibitionist.
gressives, some times called the so- acquainted themselves with Its proFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 cialists and some times the
visions.
Foster-Milbur-n
'Cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
It indicated that since
that further
Judge Doe believed
New York, sole agents for the United the ordinary progressives with the time should be given. He and the
Hon. Nepomuceno Segura, delegate count of the illness of his mother and
States.
aid of the extreme progressives have other members of the committee, he from Penasco Blanco,
San Miguel then went back to Las Vegas where
Remember the name Doan's and got through all the matters that they believed, understood it but evidently county, was born In Santa
In 1881
Fe, N. Jf?, he established his residence.
take no other.
set out to get, they believe now, that many of the members did not. It August 4, 1855.
he was made deputy sheriff and two
the limit of foolishness has been was proposed in the measure to revoHis father was Simon Segura of years later was admitted to the bar of
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
reached, It is well to come to a halt lutionize the judicial system of Ari- one of the oldest, most respected and New Mexico of San Miguel county. In
1890 ho was elected county assessor
Connection made with Automobile and let the socialistic element shift zona and he believed that the sub- best known,
though not wealthy,
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. for itself.
ject was of sufficient importance families of Santa Fe. His mother was of San Miguel county.
Mr. Segura has been interpreter in
The test came in the committee of to merit some contemplation.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosAltagracia Dominguez and was also a
Mr. Franklin opposed the motion Santa Fean.
the courts for nearly a quarter of a
the whole which had under considwell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
and at present he is the Interat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves eration the judiciary committee's to postpone. He did not believe that
Mr. Segura was
educated in St. century
of the district court of the
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. recommendation for indefinite post the committee should take decisive Michael's
preter
college and after leaving fourth district.
and arrives at Vauehn .t 6 n. m. The ponement. Mr. Feeney's bill of rights action at this sitting but he knew
he became a telegrapher and
Mr. Segura has been a staunch Refare between Santa Fe and Torrance calculated to legalize boycotting and of no better way for the members college
to become familiar with the proposed received the first dispatches from the publican and has been energetic and
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and picketing.
wire flashed to Santa Fe.
successful as a lawyer.
A Precaution Against Judges.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autosystem than by a discussion of it.
He remained a telegrapher for sev
Mr. Segura is particularly interestMr. Cunningham still insisted that
When this order was reached, Mr.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Feeney rose In defense of his meas- the need of long discussion was im- en years, and In 1873 he moved to Las ed in prohibition and believes in seIt was no new and untried Vegas to engage In the printing busi- curing total prohibition for the new
GOOD RESULTS ALWAYS FOLLOW ure which he said was not calculated aginary.
to give labor any right that did not thing that had been proposed. The ness. He published a paper called "El state. Mr. Segura made one of the
had system was taken in part 'from the Nuevo Mexicano'' which ran for a notable speeches in one of the night
are upbuilding,
andbe,ong suffered
strengthening
Its long established system of Washing- couple of years. He then went to sessions of the convention at which the
never
7
, ,
i
rp
j
t,
nti,'n.
Colorado and engaged in the printing report of the committee on legislative
been with judge- - ton and in part from California.
had
troubles
always
suits. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
e ,aws and It wag de8,red t0 put
Finally the motion to postpone went business for a short time. He decid- department was adopted.
ed to become a lawyer and entered the
Into the constitu- to a vote and was carried 24 to 20.
in San
this proposition
During the last campaign
law office of Yeaman and Jones where Miguel county he worked hard against
Abolition of Fee System.
tion, so plain that courts could not
Next in order was proposition 62 he read law. Mr. Segura remained the initiative clause. Mr. Segura's
misinterpret It as they had been misinterpreting legislation from the time as It had been amended by the leg there until 1876, taking a very active main strength In that county is with
of Pontius Pilate down to Recorder islative committee.
This measure re part in the campaign when Colorado the masses and Is everywhere well reGoff of New Tork.
lated to the compensation of county was seeking admission as a state. He ceived and regarded as their friend,
Legislation favorable to labor had and state officers and provided that translated the first statue laws of the for in press and on the platform he
been a door to freedom but the door all should receive fixed salaries, state of Colorado as also the first has always defended them and sought
was always locked. Here was a key though sheriffs should retain such session laws. He then came to New legislation to protect their rights and
to open
fees as they received for their serv Mexico, returning to Santa Fe on ac interests.
There were no speeches In O- ices In civil cases. The committee
pposition and the matter went to a amendment did not alter the propoMURDER OF C. O. FAIN
vote on a motion to adopt the re- sition materially. It cut out what fully covered in the statutes.
Mr. Cunniff
contended that his
AT RED RIVER.
port of the committee, resulting as seemed to be purely legislative matfollows: Ayes, 27. Nays 16.
ter. Objection was raised to allow- measure was proper constitutional
It is not meant that all of' the ing sheriffs any fees at all and that matter inasmuch as the constitutions Joe Phipps Charged With the Murder
of sixteen states contained the same
is Held Under $5,000 Bail Fatal
gentlemen who voted in the nega- was eventually eliminated.
tive are socialists or of socialistic Mr. Ingrahatn feared that It would provision. As a part of the constiEnding of Bloody Feud.
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
tendencies, but as this was about the be interpreted to mean that notaries tution it would add security to the
DRIVING THRU
Imnut radical measure that had been
The Taos Valley News brings the
of women whom he desired
public and school trustees should rights
THE COUNTRY
a following details of the murder of
receive salaries in lieu of such fees to serve, not by granting to them
It's the best, route back to nature, doubt be counted upon In support as
or acknowledging a whim such C. O. Fain near Red River, Taos
they now receive. Mr. Short re- toy
and will imbue new life into your; of the other propositions which have
as
But he desired county:
equal
suffrage.
plied that he had been a school trus- to
wearied mind. The most pleasure been brought in, supposedly in the tee
benefit them in some practical
"A good deal of excitement was ocfor many years and he wondered
will be obtained by driving the
j interest of labor.
casioned in Taos when word was re- if he had missed anything. He had manner.
STYLISH LIVERY
Seven Republicans voted with the never received fees and he had not
WTiereupon Mr. Ingraham was led ceived here that Joe Phipps of Red
"
We can furnish you. Our horses are majority and four were absent. Five heard before that it was possible to remark that it seemed to him that River, had killed C. O. Fain, and had
all equal to the trip and our car- - Democrats were absent.
the gentleman from Yavapai having gone to Questa to give himself up to
for a trustee to get fees.
Another Test Coming.
got in bad with the ladles the day the authorities. The examination be- riages ride with ease and grace.
some
Baker
threw
on
Judge
light
A more rigid test will come, It is
Don t forget to secure your rig
this discussion by his definition of before in the equal suffrage matter fore the justice was held Thursday.
There has been, of course, bitter feel
from us.
expected, on the proposition of Mr. county and state officers as officers was now trying to square himself.
Kinney to prevent the employment whose jurisdiction was
One more proposition, relating to ing between Phipps and Fain since
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and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rest The patronage of the
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Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO'

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Tnere Is a Room Ready For You At

The lair Hotel
THE BEST TO BE FOUND IN SANTA FE
vlthas bsen completely renovated
and every room is steamheated
with hot and cold water, and a bath
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WiLLAM VAUGHN pROP,
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UP- -

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
SANTA FE,' NEW MEXICO

EUROPEAN FLAN

The only flrat olass Hott.1 in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel.; First olass service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give ns a trial if yon want; first class service,
Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
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A war with Mexico, as events of the
The Thanksgiving proclamation is
past few days have demonstrated, Is sued by Governor Mills yesterday not
not an utter impossibility. If the re- only departs from hackneyed prece
public to the south is a little quicker dents, but is also classic in construc
of pa
at mobilizing than Is Uncle Sam, it. tion and breathes a
may even happen that Mexican troops triotism and devout gratitude.
would be In Santa Fe two days after
The Pueblo.' Indians are exempt
war is declared. Uncle Sam ought to
establish several big army posts In from taxation but Game Warden
the southwest and no place offers a ' Thomas P. Gable is seelngto it that
better strategic and climatic location they contribute their share t the ter-'
fitoria! treasury nevertheleeo.
than. Santa Fe.
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Sheriff Jesus Romero of Albuquerque, is a visitor in the capital.
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merchandise

vain.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Abstracts of Title
Rsalty Matters

we believe we have made
anyway, we stand behinde the
coodswe sell, we back them with
a guarantee that means something

Legal Papers
Rents I Collections.

a dollars worth for every
dollar or every dollar back

Do not delay until afier the Are
NOW is ths TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLICY.

Now is the Time

Grls-wol-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

Room

19

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

our fall and winter
(the
sjtsgarkirschbaum all wool policy
ments) we believe the best to
had

ilO,00

.

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers over gave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon"
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the tast and please the mind.

STOCK

O.K. BARBER SHOP

von want anything on eartn
New Mexican Want Ad.

a.

NICK YANNl'S

ST

-

Men's
nailed) Ladies' half soles
Rubber heels - - - - FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
half-sole-

s

(

--

It yon want anytning on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad,

'

75c
50o
50c

trj

8--

He Spent Several Days In Santa Fe
Recently. Sells Rlcture to Booth

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Successors to

Stripling-Burrow- s

Tf von want anvmtnir An
a New Mexican Want Ad.

&rid

ft Co.
ftrlh
j

Tarkington.
"Ernest L. Blumenschein who hos
been spending the summer months
In Taos left on Monday forhis home
in New York. Just before leaving he
received the very pleasing news that
one of his paintings on exhibition in

GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Wheat Dec.
Chicago, HI., Nov. 1
913-8- ;
May
Cora Dec. 461-4- ; May
Oats Dec. 31
May 34
Pork Jan. 17.45; May 16.27
Lard Jan 10.221-2- ; May 9.771-2- .
Ribs Jan. 9.25; May 8.95971-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St Louis Wool lower, territory &
western mediums 22(g) 23, fine me- -

'

971-43--

481-8l--

LETTUCE,

SPINACH, CALIFORNIA

TOMATOES,:

YOUNG

ONIONS,

RADISHES, JERSEY AND NATIVE
SWEET POTATOES, MINCE MEAT
CRANBERRIES

etc.

H. S. EAUNB & Co.

24 Hour Electric Service

We ae Agents

SiSwS:

Santa Fe Water

AND

CLARENDON

GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL&REr-DO-

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyMsy
Vure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "Wyandotte. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome rood
only. No chance of Tuberculosis derma nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

DAY

and

N WjHT
Call Sift Operation

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

-

ni

2

PHARMACIST

vuts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full strength,
fresh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake In having your prescrip
tions put up by us.

SHOE SHOP
E SAN FRANGISCO

CLERK

must know his business thoroughly
try when
putting up a prescription.
A COMPETENT

24

oft mm

M

THE PRESCRIPTION

it

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

.

T. V. ROBERT'S
247 San Franeisco StSanta Fe.N

20.00

!

BATH ROOM

FIRST CLASS

have not

Light Company

u

A.,,,,

rM1

..r..A.,...
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St. Louis Rocky

they are justly and rightfully entitled
to this franchise. To add to Mr.
Brown's discomfiture, the women of
this town will have the ha.ha on him,
as his amendment Was voted down
amid laughter. We actually feel sorof
Clinton, ry for him. He should have thought
Mrs. Lena Gresham,
twice before placing himself in such
to
Facts
Few
Miss., Has a
a predicament Mr. Brown, kindly
Tell Our Readers About
, think of something that will be of be
nefit to our town." Roy and Solano
Cardui.

--

A

&

-.

..v,-

.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1910.

M.

MISSISSIPPI

JNTKUSIAST

Pacific

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

i

Herald.
Clinton, Miss. "Thanks to Cardui,"
writes Mrs. Lena Gresham, of this place,
12
20
2
STATIONS
"1 have been greatly relieved."
"I suffered for three years from female
4 00
0
Des Moineg. N. M...Ar
Lv..
7 30
"
3 50
Kumaldo
4
7 40
Inflammation, and had taken medicine
"
'.
30
3
DeUman
11
05
from four different physicians without
3 15
16
8 20
Capulin
much benefit.
3 05
20
ViKll
8 85
2 45
25
9 5i)
"I V '( received more benefit from
Thompson
25
2
10
31
9
Cunningham
seven bottles of Cardui, than from all the
42
155
35
...Clifton HouseN.M
1 30
Lv
49
Ar ... Katon, N, M
in 00
physicians."
0
Ar 10 15
TTTT 2 30
Katon, N.M
lust trv Cardui. mat s ail we as.
j.Lv
7
9 49
OUfton House N'M....
2 47
It
speaks for itself. It has helped so
48
9 32
SPreston
3 07
many thousands, it must be able to
8 55
65
Koehler Junction
3 45
help you.
9 05 ....
2
3 35
Koehler
Trying Cardui won't hurt you. u is
8 20
68
ilColfax
4 15
02
8
76
Orrososo
harmless, gentle in action, ana
443
safe,
7 46
Lv
Ar
82
Cimarron.
5 00
vegetaoie.
purely
6
35
.....
Ar am
Lv
Cimarron
510
6 27
Nash
If vou are weak, tirea. aown ana oui,
5 18
17
6
"'..!.."! 6 28
Harlan
i Ar
fry Cardui.
6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
6 45
If you are sick, miserable, ana suner
pm
p in
from womanly pains, like headache,
backache, dragging feelings; pains in
ilOonnects a. Colfax with E. P. A 8. W. Ry, train both North andrsoutb.'
side, arms, legs, etc. try Cardui.
SStane for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
It is the medicine for all women.
Stagu leaves Ute Park, N, M., for tfilizabethtown, N. St., at 9;00 a. m. daily except
fifty pound baggage carried free.
is the tonic for you.
Sundays, Fare vi ou one way $3.50 round trip;
It
, for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
O. & S. train lotivei Des Moines. N,
rite
to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Ctiarta.
N.
South at 4:38 a. ra,
Medicine Co., Chattanoogi Tenti., for Special
(Read Down)
I
19
jM lies
ft m
p m

In effect .Sept, 1st

(Read Up)

1910

.

M--

nooga

J.

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. Aft,

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

book. Home Treatment
Instructions, and
(or Women, teat in plain wrapper, on request.

CONVENTION

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!
1

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

SPARKS.

"We can imagine the flame of indignation that will sweep Texas from the
Panhandle clear to the gulf at the
news that New Mexico is claiming
part of Texas. If hostilities are avert
ed the country will have reasons to
be congratulated." Frederick, Md.,

ASK FOR TICKETS

East or West

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

WHEN GOING

v4

The familiar physiognomy of both
William McKean and Squire Hartt,
Jr. appeared conspicuously in the
Santa Fe New Mexican during tne
past week. Of course, the pleasant
attributes ascribed to each are well
known here, but we are glad to
have the big public know about
them too. Some of the things each
has accomDlished were detailed in
the article; other things were not,
but enough were told to prove that
in
Taos county did itself credit
electing these valued citizens to this
important office of delegate to the
constitutional convention. The worK
they have done will meet the approv
al of every unbiased voter, and they
will be respected for the stand they
have taken on some very material

News.
"The sooner the constitutional convention adjourns the better it will be
for business in this territory. This
is not written in a partisan spirit.
Business elsewhere in the country
picks up the day after eleefion. So it
will be the day after the convention
adjourns, regardless of the character
of the constitution framed." Tucson
Citizen.
"The Democrats of Mora county are
negotiating for the purchase of a
weekly newspaper. Mora county has
six Republican newspapers and not
one Democratic. Mr. R Lopez and Rafael Romero are back of the move
ment and we will probably be able
to say more definitely in our next
issue about this proposed new sheet."
Roy and Solano Herald.
If statehood were as close to the!
hearts of the framers of the constitution as it is to the hearts of the people of Arizona would the convention
take a half day off every day for a
week, even to see the fair, while
drawing pay for a full day's work? Is
that honest? Is that attending to

business? Is that statesmanship? Is
it even good politics?" Tucson
'
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questions.

"The Taos county delegates have
all been pictured in the Santa Fe
New Mexican, and there is nothing
further now to hold the convention
in session save a few matters yet to
be incorporated in the constitution.
Onecimo Martinez looked out upon
his constituents on Tuesday from
the front page of the official organ i
with the record of his life's achieve-- '
ments given below his face. Onecimo has been a close attendant
upon the work of the convention
and has upheld, with the other
delegates the good work that has
been done." Taos Valley News.
"The worst effect of the Elepshun
I noticed anywhere was rite here in
Arizony, out in the Constitushnle
When th' Delygates out
there read th' Eleckshun Returns they
sez: 'Now we got th' World by th'
Tale. We been holdin' ourselves In
Restraint about gittin' up this here
Constytushin. We had to make wun
'at would Soot a Republican Congrous
an' Presdent, but now God be prazed
ain't ,no body but Us Democrats
' they
an' Insurgence an' Soshulists. We
can now perceed to give Rains to our

s7
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STARTS DIRT LIKE MAGIC
i
because it contains a dirt-startiingredient which loosens the dirt quiCKiy, cleanses me lauiiu
with little rubbing, and washes your clothes clean without washing them out.
feature, Sunny Monday Laundry oap wui save youi ume
Because of this dirt-startiback.
and spare your
.

1

a

ng

m

Washes in any Kind of Water
or boiling waters all look alike to Sunny Monday,
and it will do equally good work in each. Moreover, it does not waste away like a rosin soap,
and its dirt-Startiingredients remain to the last wafer of the cake.
if you're particular about the appearance of your clothes
If you're an economical woman
and give it a good honest trial.
you should ask your grocer for Sunny Monday

Hot or cold, hard or soft,

'

Imaginashus about what a Constytu-shu- n
ort to be like an' they ain't nobody to Hinder or make us Afrade.
" TVe don't haf to Flirt with these
here Ole Hens no more about Ekal
We got Votes to throw at
Sufferidge.
th' Burds, an' if we had any more
th 'y'd be a incumberance to us. It
ain't a good thing fer th' Leeders of a
party to have more votes 'n they
needs. Th' more Members they is to
a party th' more Aspirance they is fer
th' Offises. We don't want to Croud
th' Democrat party with Wimmen an'
Laberities an' Soshulists no more.
" 'It's safe enuff now to pass this
here Recoil. Meshure which wun
will be to make th' Offises go
round faster, so's ot more of us'll git
'em. We was in Some Dout by havin'
th' Recoil fixed so's 'at it'd Ketch th'
Joodishery, but whatever danger they
was has been Removed at th' Poles."
Arizona Republican.
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luke-war-
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"Sunny Monday Bubbles
Will wash away your troubles"

The N. K. Fairbank Company, Makers, Chicago
a full and complete ceive ten dollars per diem while act
good standing; nor to the office of legislature, make
who shall ing aa presiding officer of the senate,
to
the
governor,
superintendent of public instruction report
at the same rate as a

unless he be a trained and exper transmit the same to the legislature, and mileage
Sec. 10. There shall be a state seal Dla,-- ocuv..
ienced educator.
The compensation herein fixed shall
Sec. 4. The supreme executive pow-- 1 which shall be called the "Great Seal
The New Mexico constitutional
of the state shall be vested in the 0f the State of New Mexico" and shall be full payment for all services ren
er
anconvention is about to administer
dered by said officers and they shall
governor, who shall take care that ,e kept by the secretary of state,
other slap at Colonel Roosevelt. The
Sec. 11. -- All commissions shall is- - receive no other fees or compensation
laws be faithfully executed. He
the
Colonel, in the only advice he gave
whatsoever.
of the sue in the name of the state, be
shall be commander-in-chie- f
to New Mexico regarding the consti
of the state, except ed by the governor and attested by
The compensation of any of said offorces
of
tution, dwelt upon the importance
called into the service the secretary of state, who shall affix ficers may be increased or decreased
are
when
they
leaving it easy for amendment. The
of the United States. He shall have the state seal thereto,
by law after the expiration of ten
constitutional convention, resentful,
Sec. 12. The annual compensation years from the date of the admission
power to call out the militia to preno doubt, of the unasked advice of the
serve the public peace, execute the t0 be paid t0 the officers mentioned of New Mexico as a state.
Colonel, has about decided to make COMMITTEE
suppress insurrection and re- ln Becti0n one of this article Bhall be
Sec. 13. All district, county, pre
laws,
the constitution hard, if not impossible
invasion.
as follows: Governor, five thdusand cinct and municipal officers, shall be
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of amendment. It will, if the proposed
Sec. 5. The governor shall nomi- dollars; secretary of state, three thou- residents of the political subdivisions
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clause goes through, take
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appointment
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provided for, and may remove four thousand dollars; superintendent
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Record.
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REPORT
CITY OFFICE IN
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any officer appointed by. him for in-- of public instruction, three thousand
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malof
or
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commissioner
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containing Foley's
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..competency,! neglect
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governor
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Impeachment
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An Unusual Offer.
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. DATES OF SALE
stitution is rejected, all the work is election. The person having the high- any reason unable to perform the forms of skin eruption. ZEMO and
to be done over. If we become a est number of votes for any office, as duties of governor, then the president ZEMO soap are the most economical
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LEGALLY BETTER OFF.
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PRACTICE

HOME MAKING

WOMAN'S

Women's Influence en the Drama.
Further, there are the women to

ART

ABSENT-MINDE-

CLERGYMAN

D

WANT

Here you have a trebe considered.
Forgot Having His Key and Climbed
mendous asset and one to be increasto the Street In His CanMANY
NECESREQUIREMENTS
woman's
reckoned
upon.
Today
ingly
!
i
onical Robes.
SARY IN STARTING BANK.
from
what
different
position is very
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
25
is
She
20
or
it was
years ago.
Some
ago a minor canon of Pala:e Avenue, Phone Black 8.
The birds find sources of exultation a free
She goes where she will, Norwich years Rev. Ozlas
agent.
Lindley) met
In the building of their nests, and you
Controller Murray Wants to Know Al
seeks diversion In whatever quarter with an (the
On a
experience.
can discover that they are house fur- she may
FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagBenny lived in the land of Don't
she is no longer de- certain amusing
About It, and Rigid Examinations
please;
Touch. By experiment persistently
day he was to preach in the on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retgch 409
of their songs. It
the
by
joy
nishing
or
advice
man's
man's
upon
Are Now Made of All the
cathedral He was aware of his own Galisteo St
and shrewdly conducted he had found
is the natural Instinct of love and life pendent
Examine any
and
Applications.
Infirmity of
it was a land bounded by the universe,
to make a place to dwell In. To the protection.
audience and you will find I am therefore
the key of bis study in
gave
woman who can devlee a beautiful
being absolutely inclusive.
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
of
of
the occupants
speaking chiefly
For 60 years the government, while
Toward not one of the Innumerable
gown, the arrangement and decoration the cheaper parts that women con- the close to his landlady, with in- rooms for housekeeping. Apply 203
structions to lock him in and to let Montezuma.
of a room is the expansion and ten- stitute
supervising existing banks with more bewildering and alluring objects he
quite 50 per cent of those pres- him out just in time for service.
or less zeal, was daily discovering could he stretch
fold higher use of her art To the
nd that they have secured the
ent
She did not wish to take responsi
has paid little out his fat, pudgy hands without the
woman who would endear herself to best
LOST Black leather pocketboot
places for themselves. It is for
to voice of fate otherwise mother or
attention
her husband, a guarantee might be of us to provide them and their comrades bility, and finally gave him back the between Capitol and Palace hotel
but
he
remained
under
the impres Contains
the character nurse girl or father singing out that
fered that if she can keep within the with the fare they want. George Alex- key,
money and letters. Return
sion that she took it as he desired.
of new banks. pestiferous refrain, "Don't touch It!"
limit of his means and yet make for ander in a London Interview.
to
Reward.
office.
this
He read his sermon over until the
So easy has It
him a lovely, comfortable, appropriate
The worst of it was that whoever
bells
to
on
Then
he
been to organize a national hank that sung it out always meant it If the
began
ring.
In
which
room
put
he
has
abiding place,
WANTED Men without experience
his surplice and waited. Of course,
certain firms and corporations have temptation was stronger than his comWeather Forecast
for the development of his own tastes
to work at electricity, plumbing, autono
came
Edmund
him.
He
to
not
made a business of it, operating chief- mon sense he grabbed the object Then
"I
do
release
landlady
think," says
and opportunity to bring about him
mobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade in
ly in the east, and it is partly through his bands were slapped as a reward dunn-'d.his friends In hospitable fashion, she Yates In bis book, "Recollections and grew uneasy as he saw the congrega few months
without expense, 200 stud"
more
tion assemble.
Then the great bell
the activity of such agencies that the for his spirit of investigation. At first
will have endeared herself inexpress- Experiences," "I ever met a man
ents
last
$30,000 contract Jobs.
year.
to- he had resented the
country as a whole is
ibly to him and Increased his pride in hopelessly deaf than Charles Kemble began to toll for the assembly of the Write immediately.
slapplngs because
United Trade
dean
were
and
no
one
at
of
us
came
Some
Still
chapter.
day.
seventy.
sitting
and
her
tenfold.
the
he had not learned to correlate cause
Let
good order
Slow Chap.
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
to
him
out.
let
one
Garrlck
at
the
afternoon
Heretofore the application blanks and effect, but now he was three years
club,
indi"Yes," laughed the girl with the pink beauty and contrivances for his
At last, In despair, Mr. Lindley
when a tremendous thunder storm
forwarded to the controller of the cur- and a month old and he had grown
parasol, "he is the slowest young man vidual comfort be sufficient to make broke over
threw open a window, and by the help
the house.
TYPEWRITERS
rency in Washington by the promoters philosophical.
his friends envious, and ready to say
Some
things were 1 ever saw."
and spout he climbed. Cleaned,
"It raged with extraordinary fury, of a water-but-t
of a new bank have required only the worth being slapped for and others
"In what way, dear?" asked her that his home tempts them to marry,
adjusted and repaired. New
names of the prospective sharehold- were not So he continued to investiand the wife becomes lovely in his one clap exploding with terrific noise In his full canonical robes, Into the platentg furnished. Ribbons and supchum.
above us like a volley of street Fortunately for his dignity, it
ers and their financial standing. The gate with a charming indifference to
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
"Why, he asked for a kiss and I told eyes, in a far more flattering way than Immediately
was so late that almost everyone was and rented.
men named might or might not be- the painful results.
him I wore one of those knotted veils because she Is pretty and well dressed. artillery.
Standard makes handled.
alin
round
each
looked
"We
the
at
saw
other
cathedral
and
few
come officers of the bank. In fact,
but
him,
To become the source of a husband's
"I cannot understand It," Benny'a
All repair work and ypewriters guarthat take so long to loosen."
In
when
Charles
most
the
or
two
three privileged ones who anteed.
Kemble,
horror,
comfort and rest is to have placed
many In many cases it has been found mother declared, tragically and often.
"And what did he do?"
Santa Fe Typewriter Exwho was calmly reading, lifted his witnessed It enjoyed the performance
after the bank was organized that the "He Is a child of even more than avBlack 231.
Phone
"Why, the goose took time to untie yourself beyond the fear of losing your
change.
men who promoted it held only five or erage Intelligence
I don't care if he
complexion or ceasing to be his Ideal eyes from his book and Bald, in his hugely. On his return home Mr. Lindthe knot."
ten shares in the final organization or is mine, he is awfully smart and he
of a pretty girl. It is also to rise trumpet tone: 'I think we are going to ley mechalncally put his hand in his
WANTED An experienced
clerk
had got out altogether.
from the position of a dear pet to a have some thunder; I feel it in my pocket for the key, found it, and had for a general merchandise store In
can say little sentences and he under"
knees.'
room
door
the
of
before
the
Those Suburban Bungalows.
opened
In accordance with an order recent- stands every remark made, to him. Yet
without
useful, important partner,
small New Mexico town, one having
he realized that his difficulty had been
Gunner Freakman is living out in whose clever brains and wise direcly issued, the application blanks hence- after I have shrieked 'Don't touch!' at
experience in dry goods and clothing
imaginary. Sketches of Old Times and and
tion his life would cease to be a sucforth must state the names of the pro- him till I am weak from lack of breath the suburbs now.
6cores Defense of Criminals.
speaking Spanish. Position open
places.
I
So
hear.
How
cess.
is
he
he
ahead
handles
getand
Guyer
calmly goes
posed officers of the bank, nor will a
In a letter published in the Syracuse
January 1st Give full particulars as
on
the
)
with
he
I
has
is not easy work, but
think it ting
charter be issued to a group of appar- everything and breaks it
bungalow
to age, experience, etc, P. O. Box 383,
Andrew
the married woman who sets aside her D. White speaks vigorously on the sub THE SURPRISE IN THE BOX Santa Fe,
ent shareholders who will not later must be natural depravity. Maybe he'll been building?
N. M.
Gunner It's hard to say. He has kingdom for lack of courage and enerfurnish the management from their turn out a criminal."
of "the chicanery, pettifoggery
ject
bfen corrfcticg it every week.
Is but a disinherited prin- and folly in the defense of criminals,
own number.
gy to rule
Natural fiddlesticks!" snapped Ben
FOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
Guyer H'm! When he gets it fin- cess who has lost the greatest joy of He says that "homicides have increas- Two Discoveries by Brother Claude sawed oak
In addition, the correspondent who ny's yor.ngest aunt, who knew more
roller top, filing dedesk,
In
a
sort
ished
be
of
will
a
a
it
"house
of
Afternoon
life
when
Summer
abdicated
her
she
throne.
Single
transacts the business incident to the about golf than she did .about babies
ed within fifteen years from 2,000 a
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Hat Not Bass Drum.
promotion of the proposed bank must and therefore felt qualified to pose as correction," won't it?
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
year to nearly 10,000, placing us by far
be a resident of the place in which the an authority. "It's all your own fault
in the lead of all civilized nations in
one substantial desk in splendid conWAS GENEROUS TO A FAULT
" have seen some strange things dition for lower price. Inquire
bank will be started. He cannot be a and that poor, abused little angel is
this respect," and that there were
New
Kitchen
Conversation.
,firm or corporation making a business simply oppressed and browbeaten. Why
capital convictions in only about eev in our city street," said Brother Mexican.
The pot had just called the kettle
do
Who
leave
of
Voted
around?
don't
Statesman
for
you
of organizing banks throughout the
Why
Story
things
enty cases last year. "The Immediate Claude, "but never until today had 1
you fix the house so It Is a real home black.
state.
Anything That Would Force
cause of the whole of this state of seen anybody carrying a bass drum in
BOTH SPEED AND EFFECTIVE.
4
"i'U
bet
I'm
ketretorted
the
not,"
When an application for a bank is for your son instead of a regular TanTreasury to Pay.
things, with constantly Increased dis a box, and yet here this very afternoon
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
tle.
made, the proposed shareholders must talus chamber of forbidden sweets."
respect of law, is, in my opinion," adds and in my own block I met Just that a
Is the name of a German chemical,
"I'll take the bet," hotly replied the
I
are
There
innumerable
about
to
stories
whole
refuse
and
sentilife
of
kind
my
"a
Mr. White,
upset
sickly
boy carrying a bass drum enclosed in one of the
undergo no less than five examina"Who'll keep the money for us Mr.
many valuable ingredients
Brownlow, who recently died, his ment pervading the whole country on a monstrous pasteboard box.
tions before the charter is issued. the lives of all my family for the whim pot.
of Foley'B Kidney Remedy.
we decide the bet?"
until
manners
of
and
His
methods.
a
colleagues
should
baby," said Benny's
to
this
want
a
Under a new system introduced, the
"Why
subject."
anybody
put
r
"Let the skillet. It's the only
is recognized by
never tire repeating his reply to the
bass drum In a box? What was there
names are now sent to the state su- mother, grandly. "That would be actaround here."
medical text books and authorities as
an
of
on
the
about
uplift
wrong
magazine
ing
principle."
this
representative
bass
drum
of
that
his
lnvesparticular
perintendent
banking for
a uric acid solvent and
Electric Sterilizing of Wounds.
for
who was in Washington years ago In"Pooh!" said Benny's aunt
required such tender care? Why should the
at
first
Electric
ovens,
urine. Take Foley's Kidney Remon
sterilizing
members
the
When chance gave into her hands
terviewing
principles
anybody put a bass drum In a box?
Our Puzzling Language.
used only for the sterilization of den Really it was most
In the performfor one whole day the house and her
"I cannot understand ze Engleeshe that actuated them
extraordinary, but edy promptly at the first sign of kidtal and surgical instruments are now a greater
ney trouble and avoid a Berlous malme.
awaited
nephew she rose to the occasion with a language," said the desperate French- ance of the public duties.
surprise
used to some extent to sterilize stub"Mr.
said
this
ady. Sold bv The Capital Pharmacy.
I
Brownlow,"
"When
upllfter,
home
I
saw
at
got
gleam of heroism In her eyes.
man. "I learn how to pronounce the
night
born wounds or ulcers. The heat pene that Identical bass
drum in the same
Cheer up, Benjamin," she said word 'hydrophobia' and zen I learn "you have been in congress a good trates the tissues in a
sur
way that
many years and are known as an orbox In the room of my sister BeNotice for Publication.
soothingly to that personage, who was sat ze doctors pronuonce it 'fatal.' "
face antiseptics cannot
and even linda.
ganization, or machine, Republican.
(013780.)
watching her gravely as she moved Scraps.
" 'And why,' I said to her, 'why do
But have you no faith, no principle, no though the temperature is run up to
Coal Land Jemez Fcest
about the rooms putting the . painted
600
is
300
which
F.,
outnearly
degrees
creed that guides your conduct
you want a bass drum? You play the
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
jardiniere on top of the piano, making
degrees higher than the boiling point harp and the zither, the mandolin, the
a wall of fragile vases, books and ink- ONLY WAY TO ACCOUNT FOR IT side of party lines?"
of the Interior,
Department
skin
Is
not
of
scorched.
As
the
water,
"Young man," replied Mr. Brownlow
and the piano; why, under the
stands on the high mantel and otherguitar
United
States
Land Office.
In
Increases
the oven, the blessed
In his rumbling voice, "I have the the heat
wise putting Satan behind the small
canopy, Belinda, why do you
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
skin
of
the
Itself
protects
by
patient
never
of
record
voted
proud
take up the bass drum?'
having
sinner. "Cheer up! This is a
Notice is hereby given that the lol
off a profuse perspiration.
against any proposition to take money throwing
"Whereat Belinda was duly bewil- lowlng-nameday! Not once shall you hear the
claimant has filed nowhich
prevents
scorching.
out of the federal treasury."
dered, and
slogan, 'Don't touch!' Your intelligent
tice of his Intention to make fiaial
The upllfter gasped, and Mr. Brown"'Wha , wh at, Claude,' she said, proof in
aunt has removed all the untoucha
support of his claim under
low ambled on his way. His friends
Is the matter with you?'
bles. Frolic and enjoy yourself and reHow the Cat Does It
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
statement
his
was
almost
literal
say
I
"Whereupon
pointed at the big 3, 1891 (26
joice that you have one relative with
My method of producing literature is
Stats., 854), as amended by
at that
Go
on the "spur of the moment" order, bass drum right there In the box be- the act of
spark of justice in her make-up-.
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
si
con
d and resembles a cat
fore
came
Ingratitude Mr. Brownlow
and
at
ahead and see how you like It! Kiss
Lawrence O. Murray
smile
her
her,
that
A
a
fit
having
470), and that said proof will be made
ered the one inexcusable crime. He cat
me, angel, for being good to you!"
hardly ever plans out a fit very back, and then much silvery laughter. before Juan C. Sandoval,
U. S. Ct"
never was guilty of it himself. One
tigation. The weakness of the old sysshe
Brother
When
But Benjamin drew the line at that.
have
it gets ready to
Claude,'
"'Why, that,
carefully.
N. M., on December 26
at
tem has been that however thorough For a
Comr.,
Cuba,
man
a
who
had
done
a
for
favor
day
'la
new
summer
a fit It goes ahead and has it; some- said,
my
hat'"
long while he sat and eyed the
1910, viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
the personal Investigation might be, admirable
Mr. Brownlow asked him to vote in times It Is a good fit and sometimes
far beyond his reach
N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec 7,
the. bank when fully organized might and then hethings
an
committee
for
increase
to
in
salary
started on his usual prowl.
it turns out to be a mere fizzle, and
T. 20 N., R. 1 W.. and Sec. 12, T. 20
Aged Explorer.
he owned and managed by a wholly Aglow with satisfaction, his aunt bur
an official In one of the government sometimes the cat thinks it Is having
Sir Clements Markham is regarded N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
different group of men from those ied herself in a book.
departments. "Why, Mr. Brownlow," oce of the best fits it ever had, and
who applied for the charter.
he said, "let me tell you something.
He names the following witnesses
then the fit critics say It Is a mighty as the grand old man of British geogThe unusual silence aroused her
and exploring enterprise.
Controller Murray will back up his
This
most
is
to prove his actual continuous adverse
meritorious
the
."
case
poor fit Ellis Parker Butler, In New raphy
finally. Search revealed Benamin seatofficial connection with the Royal Geonew order with three new rulings. ed
Mr. Brownlow interrupted with a York Times.
possession of said tract for twenty
happily in the middle of the bedgraphical society has lasted for nearly years next
The first will require -- that the pro- room
nort "Do you want me to vote for
preceding the survey of th
swallowing the iast drop from
rug
a
half
when
and
he
retired
century,
to
to
Increase
an
be
able
this man?" he asked.
posed stockholders shall
a bottle of hair tonic. His frantic aunt
township, viz:
from
in
the
he
had
1905,
A
presidency
Secret Tragedy.
"Indeed I do," said the friend.
respond to the double assessment to wildly swung him by his 'heels until
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
An Atchison woman called up a held that post continuously for twelve Sam
which all national bank stock is lia- she remembered that was the
"Then," said Mr. Brownlow, "that's
Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
remedy
ble. In the past the government ap- for choking instead of
enough. Never mind about that mer- friend over the telephone this morn- years. His interest in the society and Cuba, N. M.
poisoning. Then
in
science
a
has
and
when
she
geographical
heard
to
itorious
a
have
in
generally
business."
ing,
been
response
indifferent,
pears
she flew to the telephone to consult the
Any person who desires to protest
asked, "Is this Mrs. A.?" The an- not abated, in spite of the claims
large degree, to the financial responsi doctor. Rushing from that instrument
the allowance of said proof,
against
rewhich
historical
swer
was
Inaudible.
and
want
"I
to
tell
antiquarian
bility of the applicants.
to see if Benjamin was already curled
Mrs. B. The paper tells of a woman
or who knows of any substantial rea"Are
Aldermen?"
his
have
time.
a
search
woOn
the
They
Pittsburg
upon
you
great secret, Mrs. A.," the
A second ruling aims to break np up In convulsions, she found him In who hasn't spoken to her husband for
A member of Pittsburg commandery
man said, and for the next 15 minutes eve of his eightieth birthday he gave son under the laws and regulations
the practise whereby the professional the kitchen with all the burners of the ten years.
,
a
had somewhat embarrassing experishe poured out her heart. Then when the clearest proof of his dauntless en- of the Interior Department why such
bank promoter, finding the stock sub gas stove turned on and himself a fair
Mr. B. Has he been dead all that ence
Chito
the
she stopped to get her breath a reply ergy by giving a remarkably Interest- proof should not be allowed will be
visit
Templars'
during
scriptions going rather slowly, sub example of incipient asphyxiation. In timet
been
to
He
Introduced
a
had
came
over the line: "This isn't Mrs. ing and Buggestive lecture on the given an opportunity at the
cago.
scribes for the balanoe of the stock tears of fright she grabbed him and
time and place to
young woman at the reception given A. I will call her." Atchison Globe. "Land of the Jncas" at a recent meethimself and then peddles It out to In- carried him out on the porch.
the witnesses of said claimant,
by the Pennsylvania grand commanding.
Fame,
f
dividuals at his leisure. The controller
'Please walk, Benny, dear!" she
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
ery at the Hotel La Salle, and chanTou'n win an honored name
will require, before granting a charter, begged. "It's for your own good."
same young woman,
to
When
meet
to
this
this
Road
True
that submitted by claimant
learned.
cing
you've
Happiness.
that all stock of the proposed bank
Charge of the Fish Brigade.
You can't inherit fame,
But Benny saw no "object In walking.
she impulsively asked:
Whenever unselfish love is the mainMANUEL R. OTERO.
must be placed with Individuals and so he sat down flat She carried him
at
It must be earned.
A
was
scere
curious
witnessed
"You are one of the 'Millionaires" spring of men's actions; wherever hapRegister.
Bexhlll-on-Sethat these Individuals, In turn, are back and forth to provide him with as
one
afternoon
(Eng.)
commandery, aren't you?"
piness Is placed not on what we can
wealthy enough to enable them to pay much fresh air as possible. In the
He pleaded guilty, and she asked get for ourselves, but on what we can lately when a stretch of water close
A Narrow Escape.
Notice for Publication.
double the amount of their stock sub midst of It he pulled a sharp pin from
Miss DePlayne Is It true that you how many of those in Chicago are plu- Impart to others; wherever we place to the shore suddenly became dark
(06966 Not Coal)
of
scriptions, in case of failure.
her hair and stabbed himself within a aid my face was enough to make a tocrats. He told her that about half out satisfaction In gratifying our fa- and cloudy for some hundreds
of the Interior.
Department
was
the
By a third ruling, the correspondent fraction of an inch of his eye.
inspection
patch
of the 250 members at the conclave thers and mothers, our brothers and yards. Upon
man climb a fence?
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
who attends to the preliminaries of or
to
seen
consist
of
move
of
and
don't you
myriads
Don't you dare
tiny
Mr. Dodge Well, I er meant, of count their wealth in millions, and she sisters, our wives and children, our
November 8, 1910.
ganization must be not only a resident dare touch a thing till 1 come back!" course, If the man was on the other asked how they made it.
neighbors and friends, we are sure fish and a little further from the shore
Notice
Is
given that George
hereby
a
town
but prospective director. she warned him, hysterically, as she ide of the fence.
of the
to attain all the happiness which the were shoals of mackerel. The small- Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on Sep"Mostly steel," was his reply.
Of course, after a bank Is organized.
er fish apparently were fleeing from
left him and went to hunt the court
said the young woman. world can bestow.
homestead enthe treasury department has no con- plaster.
the mackerel and from time to time, tember 18, 1905. made SW
"Are these the Pittsburg aldermen?"
for
Section
try No.
Keen
small
trol over the distribution of national
mackerel
as
the
the
Curtain.
charged
When she returned Benny had pulled
Judgment
2, Township 11 N, Range 13 E., N. M.
"Who do you think will win the big
of
bank stock, but Mr. Murray believes a whole row of books off their shelf,
latter
the
the
fry, many
got among
Making Land Pay.
P.
has filed notice of inten
that if a community needs a bank bad. torn some of them and cut a hole in a fight today?"
"Intensive cultivation,"
Vain Attempt to Show Off.
has tiny breakers and were thrown in tionMeridian,
to make final five year proof, to
"That's easy."
ly enough to conform to his require- lace curtain with her embroidery scisA youthful masculine, scarce three reached Its highest state of perfection hundreds upon the shore. This went
1st How do you figure
the sors. With it all he still maintained
ments regarding organization,
It years old, was listening to a story by tn the market gardens lying about on for several hours In the view of establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver
abuses of the past will not be con an unruffled, cheerful demeanor and out?"
his mother, but despite Ms devotion Paris, where land rent runs to $250 an many spectators.
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
"The one who knocks the other to her
tinued and the banks so organized seemed in his usual state of health.
stories, kept making unae acre cr more a year, and four crops
of December, 1910.
U. S. Furnishes City Water.
may command public confidence from He was still looking for more things to out"
countable excursions to a clear spaae are taken from the soil between FebClaimant names as witnesses:
the start.
The town of Carlsbad, N. M., will reon the park lawn and solemnly airing ruary and November, and on the islInvestigate and she had no doubt that
Macario Leyba, Pollto Leyba, Atl- chanin
the
of
from
water
Its
ceive
the
English
and
The bureau has on record the names ha would find them. She gave It up as
Irrigasupply
Guernsey,
a
of
sole
bis
physical accomplishment
Both Busy.
lano Qulntana, Isabel Leyba, all of
of all persons who have applied for hopeless and sat down to guard her
The mother won- nel, where farming land Is valued at tion system of the Carlsbad project.
"We were sweethearts once. I have neat somersault
N. M.
'
Leyba,
acre.
an
for
five
has
contract
A
national bank charters and reports of prisoner.
$1,200
which
Presyears,
dered, but asked no questions.
always intended to marry that girl."
MANUEL OTERO,
been approved by the secretary of the
their character and standing. It has
was exthe
however,
ently,
mystery
"And why haven't you?"
Register.
the records also of ' all officers and
Interior, provides that the town Is to
Another boy, seated near
"Well, so far, we have never hap- plained.
Explosions In France.
of
rate
at
the
the
shareholders of failed banks. Through
Benny's mother coming in quietly
pay
rose
government
with
the
bis
open
space
parents,
This Indicates the action of Foley
During the 14 years preceding the $1.25 per acre foot, which is the price
heard a pathetic "Don't touch!" It was pened to be unmarried simultane- and walked away. The little acrobat
the
of the controller's
Courrleres mine disaster in 1906 there at which water was rented to agri- Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
with the state banking officials, In- followed by a peremptory "Don't ously."
even
sighed sadly. "I guess he never
was not an explosion in Franoe in cultural lands within the
stituted by Controller Murray, the bu touch!" This In turn was followed by
saw me," he remarked.
project This Creek, Mich., Illustrates: "I have
which there were more than nine
a net annual income of been afflicted with a severe case of
reau will now be placed In possession a sharp spat on Benny's naughty
represents
Cheap
Blowing.
men killed; in the Courrleres exploof the names and records of men of hands.
eight per cent on the construction kidney and bladder trouble for which
Rodrick Why was the count so
sion nearly 1.200 men were killed.
Rubber Planted on Waste Land.
"I am surprised at you," said Ben- anxious to blow the horn when Invited
I found no relief until I used Foley
unsavory reputations In the state
charge Investment
The wide reaches of waste lands on
ny's mother to Benny's aunt "I on the coaching trip?
banking field.
Kidney Pills. These cured me enWith the application blanks. show- thought you considered that command
Van Albert Why, that's the only the island of Singapore, which have
Corn Fodder to Cows.
tirely of all my ailments. I was
"Pedler'a Acre."
ing officers as well as shareholders, It foolish and unnecessary. I under- way he could blow himself without been of no use since the culture of
of the late corn fodder
troubled
with backaches and severe
The
feeding
Lambeth (Eng.) "Old" Church has
gambler, coffee, and pepper was given to
will be possible to check up the name stand that you advocated moral sua- spending any money.
dairy cows should be continued just .numerous historic monuments, and in shooting pains with annoying urinary
house
a
activscenes
now
denuded
are
and
of
the
of
up,
sion
great
of every man who will be identified
as long as the corn is at all green. It lone " tu windows Is the full
The steady use of Foley
as I see you have denuded this
ity. Rubber plants are being set out is a
length irregularities.
with the new bank. Hence, If any
feed with
me entirely of all my
splendid
supplementary
rid
Pills
Kidney
I
over
of
his
staff
a
so
to
do
these wastes and seem
do!" declared Benny's
figure
In Gay Paree.
pack,
"Well,
pedler with
or the protessionai
at
the short autumn pasture grass.
former troubles. They have my highThis
and
to
is
of
In
suburbs
well
the
dcg.
repreHodd
city
supposed
"But
aunt
Can
valiantly
wearily.
Singapore
conceive
to
or
though
enter
situto
of
you
reenter the na
any
tempt
sent the unknown person who present- est recommendation." Sold by The
tional banking field the fact will be- you see er that is Benny Is an ex- ation where you would want to be sep- A considerable area of swamp land has
ed "Pedler's Acre" to the parish upon Capital Pharmacy.
been drained and converted into a
arated from your wife?
Electricity to Season Wsod.
come known and the controller can ceptionally stubborn child!"
Wood Is seasoned in Franoe by afeo condition that his portrait and that
Todd Yes In Paris. Town
tct understanding.
and nursery for Para rubber plants, which
of his beloved canine companion
are sold at a good profit to the plant- tricity.
,
Country.
.
Greatest 8trength.
ers.
should be preserved In the church and
View of the Immigrant.
Ther Is perhaps no strength so great
This Is Rather Neat.
Inspiration In Dreams.
jthat his dog should be burled In conIrishman (to ward leader) How .and abiding as that which follows
Coleridge must be added to the list secrated ground.
English critic of American soIons do I have to be after livin' In from a resisted temptation. Every cialAnconditions
Explanation Wanted.
of
authors who have found Inspiration
men
In
this
that
says
can
ensteal without dangerous allurement Is like an
bis country before I
"Oh, you are Mrs. Blizzer?" asked In dreams, for he himself told us that
inclined
too
much
to
are
put
T
country
chanted monster, which, being con- women on
gettta Into jail Life.
Get Rid of Lice.
m
The only an- the vivacious and beautiful woman, on he composed over 200 lines of "Kubla
quered, loses all his venom and swer to suchpedestals.
Lice on animals sap away their vifor the being Introduced to her. "I have often Khan" during a sleep of three hours.
la
criticism
pity
Into
once
a
of
at
king
great
changes
your husband. I must congratu- On awaking he wrote down the frag- tality and hence rob you of money.
For a Clean Cellar.
nation that has not such a beautifully met
g
treasure, eager to make requittaX
late you. He is always such a
ment now existing, but the interrup- It Is cheaper to invest $10 or $20 in a
decorative use for pedestals.
When whitewashing a cellar add
Oliver Hobbes.
John
man. I have noticed that par- tion of a visitor banished the rest dipping vat and oil than to lose many
tablespoonful of carbolic acid to every
ticularly every time he has chatted from his mind. The first idea of "The times as much from the ravages.
neilful of the whitewash. This Is the
A good way to kill lice on hogs Is
with me." That evening Mrs. Bus- Anoient Mariner," too, was suggested
His Consolation.
Good Horses Scarce.
best purifier you can hare.
There Is no denying that an inva- ier says calmly, but sternly to her hus- to the poet by a dream of his friend to have crude oil on posts where they
Good horses are mighty scarce and
"Will you be so good as to tell Cruikshank. And Kipling's Greatest !wlU rub against it Wrap the post Will Ml ..IBlWtlLn
very high In price. There are plenty lid gets a good deal of consolation in band:
Unnecessary Effort
of plugB yet always will be we pre- telling of the great things ha would mo what makes you look happy when Story In the World" was but the half- - ,with rough bagging and saturate the
One never has to put salt on the tall sume. So long as poor stallions are do if be were well. Atchison
remembered dream of a commonplace bagging with oil.
(Kan). yon are talking to other women?"
Judge.
of trouble In order to catch It
L
,
n Trr-WMd anjreaz,.
Globj. i
,yjoung man.
1

I

The creditors of the ancient king
had become so unpleasantly insistent
that he resolved to put them where
they could trouble him no more. So
he invited them to a great banquet
And when they had feasted and drunk
of his prepared wine he instructed bis
servants to convey them to his deepest dungeons. And. the next morning,
when he went down to learn whether
his servants had done his bidding, his
creditors raised their voices and entreated to be set free. But he remonstrated with them, saying:
"My friends, you have no just cause
for complaint. Are you not better off,
in the eye of the law, than ever before? Any lawyer will tell you that a
secured creditor has ao exceptional
cinch." Then he left them and went
on his gladsome way, happy In the
knowledge that he could at last go
through his dominions without being

She Can Add to Husband's Comfort
by Having the House Attractive
and Hospitable.
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"Z111 snow "
rain,
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a beautiful night for the moon shone!
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WITH HEADS AND FEET OFF,

Any Size, aye or sex, 1000 lbs. to be selected
from. Price trill be higher after the nth.

SO ORDER EARLY.

F. ANDREWS
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IF YOU WANT THE

Most

Chocolate

Delicious Hot

Fifty Ye&ns hQ Sizsnd&rd
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the eccentric imi- - Valencia, did not look particularly
jtalor and female Impersonator repre- - good to the Democrats.
The forecast is generally fair
re-esenting singers and dancers of differThe
therefore
mino,.ity
in south portion with snow in
nations at the Elks' tonight.
monstrated with the members of the
north portion tonight or
V Every Woman has a Love of Lovely majority and these conceded the point
ware and there is scarcely anything
iaic i
aiiu iluaci icu ,III ,i,
ulr v aicuttni
more fascinating than cut glass. The ), Pnl,ntv f nrant jjiv.c
The npmnrratin
C.nunrAI
Meets Toniaht The
city Beauty, the depth and ncnness or cue- delegates therefore in caucus assemb
council will meet at 8 o'clock tonight. tme on Hawkes Cut Glass is the sub- t hrino in o miimrits
See Mr.
represent animals ject CBlJed attention ta ll the adver- - re)'ort As a matter of fact the Re.
and objects at the Elks tonight, also tjgemcnt in thig jssue for a. Spitz,' the
,.
mPmwR i.ave taken onlv a
he great Mexico centennial in mov
manufacturing jeweler. Read it.
Blight advantage of the Democrats
ing pictures.
Arrested as
Accessory "Walter and i tne situatj0n were reversed,!
FOR SALE law library of the late
was arrested
Friday, Mr. Walton was inclined to believe a
Garlington
John P. Victory. Mary M. Victory,
charged with aiding and abetting in Democratic majority, would have done;
of W. H. Ilargis. The case likewise.
the
report j
Considering
The Historical Films of the Mexi the murder
was
calleu
ii.mm.15
lost
eaumia.v
the
uemocrats
at
can Indenendence will be shown
mathematically,
ice McMullen's court. A change of oniy one senator in the shuffle, but it
the Ellis' tonight. Vaudeville also.
was
FOUND Hoy's bicycle in middle of venue to Justice Ball's court
mjgnt have been a good dead worse,
street. Owner can have same by asked for and granted, and a prelimi- - Tne Democratic party does not say U
nary hearing will be had next Satur- is rignt uut s thankful for the favors
calling at this office.
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed day afternoon." Vaughn JNews.
received and the minority delegates
Joseph B. Hayward,
Immediately.
Cleaning Up Vaughn "Prosecuting woud not oppose the report even
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
Attorney McElroy visited Vaughn Frl- though it does not vote for it "So
If You Are Caught in a Storm and day and threw the hooks into various far so g00d," said Mr. Walton, "the
your new suit looks like a bundle of offenders against the public peace ar.d constitution as far as drafted has my
rags, don't dispair, but take it to dignity. Ten fallen women were ar- - support, but the Committee on Miscel- ! Julius Muralter and he will make it
raigned in Justice Ball's court and aneous Provisions may bring in sev- look like new, so he says in his ad- fined $1 and costs and CO days in jail eral
sandbaggers that may cause me
vertisement today.
to be remitted if to. cnange my mind."
sentence
the
latter
have suited altogether
all of my STRIKE BECAUSE PRICE
..See the Great Historical Films Taft- - the offnedera leave town. Charley P.
E D Tittman said. ..You have friends.
OF MEALS IS RAISED.
of the im
the
But
Diaz and the Mexico Centennial at
li- people
for
was fined $r,0
selling
us . ln this matter as if we had perial county of Chaves will vote for
treated
the Elks' tonight in conjunction with Nebaugh
..
..
ftVPTl
V,r.lT nnA
uuor m a uuu
"
a mtle privilege any way, even u we (. . Anm.t orlA
wnr i Five Hundred Men of Western Feder
that clever impersonator Mr.
to leave town. J Brown
e
nQ r.gMs j am opposed
ation Employed on Los Angeles
document than is
Board of Trade This evening at 8 days 1
a
with
deadly
could
"
with assault
.Hoating. districts, but find they
Tunnel Quit Work,
talned ln lt now j win be at tne
o'clock, the Board of Trade will meet
and
gave not well be avoideQ.
examination
for its adoption. I want
Los Angeles, Nov. 15. About Ave
in the offices of the Santa Fe Water weapon, waived
working
KoSanta
agt evening gtatenood and s0 do &n tne other m. hundred miners and muckers employQ R Brice gaid tbat
and Light Company on Washington bond for his appearance in
was held on the situation iooked hopeless and
avenue. A paper will be read by sa. Romeria Panemon
hejegates and lt win take our united e ed on the tunnels of the Los Angeles
.
fursame charge. Peter Murphy
he WQuld be constrained to forts t0 secure the ratification of our $28,000,000 aqueduct have struck for
e(. &g
Judge Richie on Taxation. Business
men and property owners are invited. nished $500 bond for his appearance oppose the constitution. "I came here work.
an increase of wages to cover the adas a witness for the purpose ot helping to make a
vance in the price of meals charged
minori-iDependability is something to be before the grand jury
M
Q
the
thanked
Compton
several of the above cases. A. Va- good constitution. There are many ty or tneir cool and ca,m accept. the men. The strikers are members of
looked for in every article we buy,
-Vaughn things in it that should not have gone
and particularly shoes. The depend-- ' leria, was released on bond.
o the apporUonment and the the Western Federation of Miners, and
111, some
able kind of shoes for all occasions News.
tnings were leu out " fairness of the majority in conceding the officials of that organization an
direct from the City of snould nave been concluded, but it is.tQ the request of tne minority. He nounced at Denver today that the Fed
Mr.
is called attention to in the advertise- ment in this issue for John Pfleuger, Mexico, the wonderful Impersonator, not so bad that I would oppose it. But expregged himself pleased with the eration would back up the strikers.
,
we will meet you ai ruuiL
and the great nistoncai mm
the Shoe Specialist.
u f th convention and pledged The price of meals was recently raisRemember There Are Three Big Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
said
that
although himgeIf to work or the acceptance of ed by the eating house contractors
H. M. Dougherty
reels of the Mexican independence.
not born in New Mexico, ne came the constitution by the people. He from 25 to 30 cents.
This film shows the scenes of the
so young that he has become complimented the majority for its
FRANCHISE.
IN
here
SLIGHT CHANGE
CLARK MAY NOT DRIVE
greatest fiestas in Mexico City at the
thoroughly identified with the ambi- consideration of the minority.
Prices 25 and 35
Elks' tonight.
MULES UP PENNSY. AVE.
of its people and their greatest
tions
the
Roosevelt
strongest
county,
One.)
From
Page
(Continued
cents.
ambition is to come into the Union as Democratic county in the Territory
Nov. 15. It is by no
Washington,
Films showing Democratic
See the Historical
will support the constitution. The means certain that the Missouri states
from lolding direct a state and this is the real first
party
the greatest meeting ever held
tunity the Territory has a real chance convention has done the best it could. man Champ Clark, will be the speaktween the President of the two great
A. H. Hudspeth told an anecdote of er of the next House of Representawere laid on the to come in although it has had many The
amendments
est republics and the Mexico centennarrow escapes. He came to help for- the collector who after passing the tives. It looks now as if the probabilitgoj,,
nial at the Elks' tonight.
as the peo-..- . hat, and not finding a penny in it, ties were against his election. There
The Article on Elective Franchise mulate a constitution such
Some Rare Bargains in tadles' suits,
o
nle could accept and vote for without said: "I am d n glad to get my hat are fifty-twomonrtod
Democrats from the
a confer- - sacrince ot any principle,
back.
in the present House who have
waists, etc., as well as in heavy dress W. B. Walton announced
north
,.
.
..
Viof iho nnnvprmnn
would
j,.!--!- ..
:
and fifty or fifty-on- e
goods, outings and other seasonable ence of. the Democrats immeuiaieij'
J. W. Childers said that Tie was been
sail into breakers, but he now be- thankful to both Republicans and other northern Democrats have been
things are being offered for the week ter the forenoon session.
at Travis' Spot Cash Store. They
He' said he could
not added to their number. The northern
The convention then took a recess lieves that the last of the breakers, Democrats.
also advertise a special sale on pants, until 2 p mv at which time the Re- - that of an unfair apportionment, has pledge himself to vote for a document Democratic membership of the next
and we advise our readers to read vision Committee's report on execu- - been safely passed.
he had never seen and before he House will be 102, or within two or
the ad. carefully.
While the constitution does not rep would say that he would follow it three of that figure.
tive department is to be taken up.
Some thirty of the
By Request of the Taft-Diapictures
resent altogether his ideas, yet it whole, grease or no grease, ana recwill be shown again tonight at
Democrats have started a moverepresents the ideas of no one man, ommend to the people of Curry coun
WIN IN ARIZONA.
SALOONS
?j
Elks'. Vaudeville. Prices 25 and
it is a compromise measure, and it is ty to vote for it, he would have to ment in behalf of any good, conserva
The new quarters of the Santa Fe
a document that he can vote for with- - examine it section for section and tive, capable Democratic member to
(Continued From Page One.)
beat Champ Clark. They are active
out violating his conscience and one sentence for sentence.
Trail Curio, Company, next to the First
H B Fergusson said he is not ready and have taken steps to get into imNational Bank are handsomely ar- by Congress and will never approve it that can be submitted to the people in
ranged. To celebrate, they are offer- himself, because he will not want the good faith and it is a constitution that to say what he will do when the con- - mediate correspondence with their
stitution goes to the people. He com' newly elected Democratic brethren.
ing a special sale for the balance of judicial ermine to be placed in a makes out. oi mis commouwu
Sioux Indian position to be dragged in the mire by state and he would vote for the
the week on genuine
pared the convention to a masked
ball and he has seen masks removed; CITY EDITOR IS GIVEN
Moccasins at a ridiculously low price.
or corporations who may stitution.
$5,000 A YEAR JOB.
G. A. Richardson said he had been that, he has felt himself a persona non
Read the ad.
be hit by some judicial decision which
New York, Now 15. Comptroller
and grata.
Prize Night at the Elks' is Thurs- - they don't like.
working energetically in season Mow
frtf ...v...
j
Prendergast announced the appointApportionment Carried,
day Nov. 17th. Bring your numbers.
For the initiative, the convention qui. oi seasuu iu.
would have. The apportionment carried by a ment today of Tilden Adamson, brothPrices 10 and 15 cents.
has fixed upon 10 per cent, for the ref Mexico since 1888 and it
vote of 67 to 20. many of the Dem er of Robert Adamson, Mayor
From 31 10 45 Degrees That was erendum five per cent, and for the re to ue an exceeuiiigiy
will ocrats voting with the Republicans
It
not
would
secretary as auditor of accounts
he
support
that
ot
cent
25
in
a
call
the range
per
petition bearing
temperature yesterday
a
of
of $5,000 a year.
the
at
of
both
united
efforts
to
went
Mexican
New
As
the
salary
take
the
press
when the average relative humidity th names of the voters in the district
Adamson is a
augurs so well
newspawoe
tot nont Thf lnwpst tpmnera- affected, be it township, district or great parties to secure athe adoption, the love feast, which
respectable for the adoption or tne constitution per man. To accept the position in
ture last night was 27 degrees and it state. The reason for the recall must of the constitution by
was still in progress,
the finance department he resigned as
was just one degree higher than that also be stated. Recall as well as oth- - majority
city editor of the Brooklyn Eagle, upThe making of a constitution is not
at 6 o'clock this morning. The preci- - er elections under this measure must
I- had
If you want anything on earth try on which paper he has been employed
pitation for the 24 hours ending at 6 be held within 60 days of the filing a one man's work. "Even if
in various capacities for ten years.
written the constitution it would not a New Mexican Want Ad.
a. m. today was 0.03 of an inch. Yes- - j of the petition.
See Mr.
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GBOCEHY AND BAKERY
THANKSGIVING TURKEY
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WL REX ALL STORE
Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served.
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DEPENDABLE SHOES
The Only Rind

n

Handle.

The latitiuy quality of our Shoes,
their "CAPACITV for retaining
their dressy appearance are

vhar-aeterist- ics

worth cousirlering when

o
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z

yon need footirear.

j

All Kinds of Shoes

For all Kinds of Feet

AT ALL PRICES.

JOHN PFLEUGER
243 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist
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Gay-nor- 's

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
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With something new every day.

Winter is Coming
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Looking for your interest 'while you sleep.

We

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
But one thing is certain-Win- ter
is Coming.

The wind is changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to befa
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of business will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
best sellers and most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY.
You'll do well to anticipate your needs
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by

looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
mea-sure--you'r-

Guarantee

every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This department has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKE ITS PLACE.
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